## REVISIONS TO THE GDCP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE OF REVISION</th>
<th>GDCP NUMBER</th>
<th>REVISION TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/10/18</td>
<td>Table of Contents</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/18/18</td>
<td>Added Milestone Bookmarks</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/12/18</td>
<td>Revised Miscellaneous Note 6</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/12/18</td>
<td>Revised Construction submittal lead time to 13 weeks</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/12/18</td>
<td>Revised Office Engineer submittal lead time to 9 weeks</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/5/18</td>
<td>Revised Const. submittal to include env. commitments in CBMPP</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/24/19</td>
<td>Revised Table of Contents</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/24/19</td>
<td>Revised/added/deleted Railroad Submittal items, 11.00, 11.04, 16.01, 16.02, 16.03, 16.04, 39.02, 39.03, 39.04, 39.05, 60.02, 67.06, 75.00, 75.01, 86.05, 91.03, 99.03</td>
<td>major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/24/19</td>
<td>Revised Structural Design Manual reference, 18.01</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/26/21</td>
<td>GDCP 60 to 3 sets from 6 sets and added &quot;link to transfer folder&quot;.</td>
<td>minor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Milestones** — noted by italics and bold print
**MISCELLANEOUS NOTES**

1. This Guide is written from a Design Bureau perspective and should address the major steps that should be followed for developing plans by ALDOT personnel. However, it is understandable that other entities outside of the Design Bureau will use slightly different internal procedures for making submittals and developing contract plans.

2. Submittals shall include project number, CPMS 9 digit Preliminary (PE) project number, project description, county location, submittal description, GDCP number, and the current letting date.

3. At the completion of a GDCP step, the date completed shall be entered into CPMS under the CPMS nine-digit Preliminary Engineering (PE) project number.

4. Major inspection review submittals should be done by letter. However, other submittals may be done electronically, provided, the receiving party agrees to accept submittal(s) electronically. All submittals shall be maintained, either in a hardcopy project folder or within the electronic project directory. All incoming and outgoing project letters, memorandums, and other significant correspondence should be sent to the official Design Bureau files in the Design Bureau Administration Section for filing.

5. Plan-In-Hand Inspection must be held a minimum of 10 weeks prior to ROW Authorization for all other sections and bureaus to be able to complete authorization process.

6. Plans must be transmitted to the Construction Bureau 14 weeks and to the Office Engineer 10 weeks prior to the letting date and other submittal dates adjusted accordingly if a project is scheduled to be let in January.

7. Plans must be transmitted to the Construction Bureau 16 weeks and to the Office Engineer 12 weeks prior to the letting date and other submittal dates adjusted accordingly if the total earthwork (borrow + unclassified excavation) is 1 million or more cubic yards.

8. This Guide is a fluid product that will change from time to time. Users should routinely check for revisions to this Guide. Refer to the “Revisions Page” at the beginning of the GDCP.
ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING CONSTRUCTION PLANS

0.0 MILESTONE: FINAL DESIGN PE AUTHORIZATION AND BEGINNING OF THE FINAL SURVEY

1.0 MILESTONE: LOCATION SECTION/REGION SHALL TRANSMIT SURVEY INFORMATION AND LOCATION MEMORANDUM TO PROJECT LEAD

2.0 Organization of Project Data

2.01 Designer shall organize survey information in accordance with ALDOT CAD Standards.

2.02 Review Location Memorandum, Department commitments, and environmental document (if complete). Check for special problems, commitments, and major utility problems that may influence design. Special attention should be given to avoiding costly structures such as water tanks, cellular telephone towers, electric transmission facilities, other types of towers, etc.

2.03 Design Lead contacts Region ROW personnel to begin Right-of-Entry (ROE) process using unified ROE access form.

3.0 Initial Requests

3.01 INITIAL SUBMITTAL TO REGION / AREA MATERIALS ENGINEER FOR INITIAL ESTIMATED BUILDUP WHEN PERTINENT INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE (very preliminary)

NOTE: This step in the GDCP process should be made as early as possible and is applicable for those projects in which the project lead has been provided a preliminary mainline horizontal alignment, mainline profile, Location Memorandum, and/or other pertinent information that would make this submittal useful. In some cases, the project lead may have an understanding of the main elements of the project and be able to make a relevant submittal without the mainline horizontal alignment, mainline profile, and the Location Memorandum, i.e., widening, bridge replacement, resurfacing, etc. When the project lead
does not have enough information for this to be a useful submittal, this GDCP step should be skipped.

**Submittal requirements for initial estimated buildup**

Submit to the Region / Area Materials Engineer (2) roll plots showing the information listed in 1(a) below, and (if available) (2) aerial photo roll plots showing the same information, (1) CD (see below for required items), (1) copy of the Location Memorandum. Copy the transmittal letter to M&T.

1. Information required on each CD:
   a. *Microstation* file and PDF showing property information, existing topographic information, utilities, (this file should not contain any reference file attachments) and mainline horizontal alignment with stationing.
   b. CAD file containing a topographic map with the following information shown and labeled legibly when printed at a scale of 1:24000:
      i. Project mainline centerline with stationing
      ii. Existing bridge culverts/structures
   c. Other *Microstation* files - Property file (prp.dgn), utility file (u100.dgn), topographic file (f100.dgn), and horizontal alignment file(s) (hal.dgn) with proposed profile.
   d. *Inroads* files (if available) – existing surface (existing.dtm)
   e. Aerial photography with the items listed above in 1.a. shown.

3.02 For **Rest Area / Welcome Center** projects, transmit (1) partial plan set (Title Sheet and Utility Sheets) or (1) roll plot with utilities shown to the Right of Way Bureau Utilities Engineer with a request that the availability of utility services be investigated.

4.0 **Obtain Project Data**

4.01 The designer shall retrieve the latest accident data for the area within the project limits, to include side roads (The *CARE* software can be used to do this). The design section supervisor and lead designer shall review accident data and identify any accident trends that should be addressed. A copy of the data shall be sent to the Traffic and Safety Section of the Design Bureau, the Region Highway Safety Engineer and to the Region / Area Traffic Engineer so that they are aware of possible adverse traffic issues and have the opportunity to make improvement suggestions. The design section supervisor should be ready to discuss this at the Project Scope Meeting.
4.02 Retrieve electronic FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for the project location from the internet.

5.0 Project Coordination

5.01 Determine if project has to go through the Value Engineering Process. Allow 8 weeks to Value Engineer project.

5.02 Coordinate with the Environmental Technical Section to determine if a Public Involvement meeting/Design Hearing will be required and adjust schedule accordingly.

5.03 Contact the local floodplain administrator to determine if the proposed highway action is consistent with existing watershed and floodplain management programs and to obtain current information on development and proposed actions in the affected watershed(s) (refer to GFO 3-60).

5.04 Coordinate with the Design Bureau and Region Stormwater personnel to determine any stormwater/water quality requirements that must be adhered to and if coordination is required with other agencies, municipalities, county governments, etc. Requirements may deal with impaired streams, turbidity, TMDL’s, priority construction sites, etc.

5.05 If there are bridge structures within the project limits, coordinate with the Bridge Bureau and determine if bridge structures will be replaced, rehabilitated, widened, and/or no work required.

6.0 CPMS Coordination

6.01 The design section supervisor shall review CPMS and determine if all relevant projects have been created in CPMS, i.e. preliminary engineering, right-of-way, construction, utility, etc. If required project(s) are not set up in CPMS, the design section supervisor should coordinate with the relevant party to establish an estimated dollar amount to initiate the project in CPMS. If the relevant party is unable to make an educated approximation, the Location Section’s preliminary estimate cost form can be used to establish the preliminary estimate. It is the responsibility of the project lead to coordinate with the appropriate persons to create projects in CPMS that have not already been set up during the preliminary design phase of the project.

6.02 The design section supervisor shall determine if project has adequate PE funding remaining. If not, take steps to request additional PE project funding. The project lead shall consult with other entities that also charge to the PE budget and request they provide an estimated cost for completing their work, i.e. Location Section, ETS, Materials and Tests Bureau, Bridge Bureau, etc. Design section supervisor shall periodically review the balance of PE project funds and request additional funding if necessary.
8.0 Review CPMS for scheduled Construction Letting Date and Right-of-Way Authorization date and establish project schedule. Check these dates routinely.

9.0 **Initial Project Development**

9.01 Begin work on plans by preparing Title Sheet.

9.02 Transmit Title Sheet to the Office Engineer Bureau and request a construction project number.

9.03 Project lead to create preliminary backbone typical sections. The appropriate GN2 notes should be applied to typical sections. Update typical as the project design is refined.

10.0 **Traffic Request** - Transmit Title Sheet showing beginning and ending project stations to the Maintenance Bureau-Traffic Section and request required traffic information. Traffic data should be requested for the proposed calendar year letting date, and 20-year future traffic. See GDCP 37.0 for traffic signal study request. Determine if turning movement counts will be needed and make a request for specific locations and circle locations on the Title Sheet where turning movement counts are required. Additional sketches may be included in this submittal for further clarification. Request traffic counting equipment installation details be provided if permanent traffic counting equipment will be included in the project (determined by the Maintenance Bureau-Traffic Section). Use standard traffic request form (see attachment #1).

10.01 Maintenance Bureau-Traffic Section to submit traffic data to project lead, Design Bureau Traffic Design Section, Bureau of Materials and Tests – Materials Division, and Region.

11.0 **PROJECT SCOPE DEVELOPMENT**

An on-site meeting should be held for development of project scope. Design section supervisor shall coordinate with the Region, responsible design engineer superior(s), Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section, Location Section, Bureau of Materials and Tests, and FHWA (if full federal oversight is required), etc. for development of project scope. See attachment #2 to determine when FHWA oversight is required during the entire project design / plans preparation process – see page 2 of the attachment).

11.01 The design section supervisor shall formally document the project scope and submit it to the responsible design engineer superior(s) for review and initial approval.

11.02 The design section supervisor should have a good understanding of the project at this point and be able to identify major components / purpose of the project, i.e., bridge project, pavement widening, additional lanes, new construction, grade/drain and/or base and pave, etc. If this information is unknown, the design section
supervisor shall take the necessary steps to acquire this information. It may be helpful to gather information from the Location Section and/or examine any design files provided as part of the survey submittal package. ROW Limits provided by the Location Section are equivalent to the environmentally cleared limits. Any changes to these should be brought to the attention of ETS.

11.03 Submit final project scope document to the State Design Engineer, Region, and FHWA (if full federal oversight is required) and ask them to acknowledge their approval by signing the document and returning it. A copy of the scope shall be sent to the Traffic Design Section of the Design Bureau.

11.04 Projects with railroad involvement shall be coordinated through the Rail Group. If there is railroad involvement, all projects involving at-grade crossings will require a Warning Device Checklist to be submitted to the Rail Group. The Rail Group will determine if a diagnostic review is needed. If determined a diagnostic review is needed, the Rail Group will schedule and coordinate a review with the Project Lead, Region Rail Coordinator, Railroad Company, and if applicable local road authority. The diagnostic review will determine if any potential upgrades are required for the facilities for which the railroad has maintenance and operational responsibilities in accordance to the latest standards and MUTCD. Refer to Attachment #9.

12.0 Off-site Detours (refer to GFO 3-43) – Design section supervisor shall determine if an off-site detour is required. If an off-site detour is needed and it has not already been approved by the Chief Engineer during the corridor study/preliminary design phase of a project, the proposed detour shall be coordinated with the Region and submitted to the State Design Engineer/Region Engineer for their approval; along with a signature sheet. After concurrence is given, the proposed detour shall then be submitted to the Assistant Chief Engineer of Pre-Construction for concurrence, and then to the Chief Engineer for final approval. Coordinate with the Location Section and Region for further submittal details.

13.0 Initial Hydraulic Investigation - The design section supervisor and lead designer shall make a site inspection of project site to verify, determine, and complete the following:

- Fill out HYD 100 and HYD 101 forms (see ALDOT Hydraulics Manual, page 3-12) to meet hydraulic design and review requirements.
- Make photographs of all existing drainage structures.
- Verify the relative accuracy of quad maps and/or existing surface models.
- Check topography for accuracy. If additional survey information is needed, provide electronic file(s) and (1) roll plot of the affected area to the Location Section and clearly state reasons for the request. Roll plot shall show where additional survey is requested by outlining the area(s) in red, any horizontal and vertical control information needed, and relationship of the construction alignment to the survey alignment.

**NOTE:** If possible, do this during the initial site visit. (See GDCP Step 8.0)

13.01 The designer should create a project hydraulics notebook for organizing and keeping hardcopies of hydraulic design final output. Create a PDF of the project hydraulics notebook after hydraulics design is complete and before the project is
archived. Hardcopies are important because old file versions may not be accessible using up-dated software.

14.0 **DESIGN CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT**

Develop design criteria by reviewing final project scope, using the current ALDOT adopted *AASHTO Roadside Design Guide, A Policy on Geometric Design of Highway and Streets*, ALDOT Standard Drawings, etc. The design criteria shall include typical sections.

14.01 The design section supervisor shall formally document the design criteria with illustrated typical sections and submit it to the responsible design engineer superior(s) for review and approval. Any known and/or potential request(s) for a design exception should be brought to the attention of the responsible design engineer superior(s) as soon as possible.

14.02 After the responsible design engineer superior(s) approves the design criteria, the criteria shall be submitted to the State Design Engineer for Central Office lead projects or to the Region Engineer for Region lead projects, for review and approval to disseminate criteria to the appropriate entities.

14.03 After receiving approval, send criteria to appropriate parties. Ask all parties to review the design criteria and transmit review comments or acknowledge their approval by signing the document and resubmitting it. Submittal letter should respectfully request review comments or concurrence be resubmitted within 2 weeks.

14.04 When review comments are received, the responsible design engineer superior and design section supervisor shall review them and coordinate with relevant parties to resolve comments. Make revisions as needed and finalize design criteria.

14.05 Submit final design criteria document to the appropriate entities for final approval signatures and ask that the document be returned.

14.06 After getting final design criteria approval signatures, the responsible design engineer superior will submit the document to the State Design Engineer for his approval signature and further transmittal to the Chief Engineer for final approval. Approval from the Chief Engineer must be received before the design can officially proceed.

15.0 **Project Development**

15.01 **Horizontal Alignment** – Develop and/or refine horizontal alignment as required to meet design criteria.

15.02 Complete the Primary Survey Control / Geometric Layout Sheet(s). Make sure all alignments are tied.
15.03 Begin creating Paving Layout plan sheets. These sheets are needed for the 30% Inspection so that reviewers will understand the intent of the project and what the project is planned to look like after construction.

15.04 Preliminary Drainage Design - Place horizontal alignment on a topographic map and begin looking at major stream crossings and drainage areas. Determine preliminary drainage areas and place drainage structures on plan sheets that are anticipated to have an equivalent conveyance opening of 48” diameter and larger. Identify impaired waters and other special water resources to begin preparation of the phased Erosion and Sediment Control Plan and stormwater permit. If the project is an ADEM Priority Construction Site, notify the Design Bureau Stormwater Engineer as soon as possible so that it can be determined what countermeasures should be taken to reduce potential impacts to the impaired water resource. Coordinate with the Stormwater Section of the Design Bureau to acquire the latest data for water resources.

15.05 Begin preliminary drainage design to insure workability of design(s) and to arrive at approximate cost estimates and preliminary right-of-way requirements.

15.06 For new locations and added roadways, make a preliminary profile grade and cut preliminary cross sections. Coordinate the proposed profile grade with the preliminary cross sections to make sure the profile does not undercut any cross drains that show up at any point on the cross-sections and will have adequate cover over the preliminary cross drain structures. Make sure all median drains can drain to the outside ditches.

15.07 Determine preliminary right-of-way requirements with respect to erosion and sediment control features and post-construction BMPs required by GFO 3-73, i.e., LID features, detention ponds, retention ponds, sedimentation basins, and energy dissipation drainage structures. The designer shall coordinate with the Stormwater Section of the Design Bureau to determine stormwater requirements that may affect the hydraulic design.

16.0 Initial Railroad Coordination

16.01 A Certification of Railroad Involvement (Form RR1) is required on all construction projects prior to FHWA authorization, refer to Attachment # 9. This includes projects that have no railroad conflict. The project lead shall coordinate with the Region and/or local road authority to obtain all proper information and signatures for the Railroad Certificate. This form is to be provide to Office Engineer. Refer to GDCP 11.04 determine railroad involvement.
16.02 **Track Expansion Request:** If a structure is to be constructed/replaced on, over, under, or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way, the project lead shall coordinate with the Rail Group to determine the number of tracks to be spanned. The Rail Group will notify the project lead the number of tracks to be spanned and other railroad requirements.

a. The preliminary plans of structure(s) to be constructed/replaced on, over, under, or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way shall be submitted by the project lead to the Rail Group. Refer to GDCP 39.03 for required plan sheets.

b. Upon receipt of submittal, the Rail Group will review and submit layout to the Railroad requesting acceptance of the design. If the railroad requires a design change to lengthen bridge spans due to the anticipation of future tracks, addition of crash walls, fencing, and other railroad requests for non-standard items or require the structure to span the entire railroad ROW, requests by the railroad must be submitted to the Rail Group.

a. The railroad must provide:
   i. A copy of its business plan which clearly addresses the expansion of tracks at this location.
   ii. A timeline for implementation for the expansion.
   iii. A layout plotting the location and identification of these future tracks/lines, in relationship to existing rail line, superimposed on ALDOT proposed bridge layout.

The Rail Group will process railroad request to the project lead for review, acceptance, and approval by the Chief Engineer.

---

17.0 **Materials Requests**

17.01 Request preliminary shrink/swell factors from Region / Area Materials Engineer.

It should be understood that these factors are the best reasonable estimate based on the Region / Area Materials Engineer’s knowledge but is still a rough engineering estimate and these factors are likely to change later during the design process.

17.02 **Request for preliminary materials buildup for existing pavement**
For lane addition projects, resurfacing projects, and/or other projects that include the resurfacing of existing pavements, the project lead shall transmit design traffic data and (2) plan sets to the Region/Area Materials Engineer and request an estimated materials buildup and milling depth for areas where any existing pavement will remain in place. Current policies/procedures set by the Materials and Tests Bureau must be followed (coring existing pavement, FWD analysis, etc.) so that the best estimated buildup can be provided to the project lead. It is the intent this information be determined and transmitted to the project lead prior to the final approved Materials Report so design work can continue.

18.0  **Continued Project Development**

18.01  **Develop and/or Refine Roadway Vertical Alignment** - Give consideration to the following:

- Provide adequate fill over drainage structures
- Provide required bridge clearance over/under roadways, waterways, and railroads in accordance with ALDOT Structural Design Manual, and/or the approved Design Criteria. An intranet link to this document is provided below:


- Consider constructability and balancing earthwork.
- Try to set crests of vertical curves to approximate existing watershed divides and do not undercut existing drainage features unless there are special conditions that warrant it.
- Provide required clearances and necessary protection above and below drainage structures, overhead sign structures, and utilities. Coordinate these requirements with the Utilities Engineer.
- After soil borings are received, review vertical alignment to make sure alignment is not below the natural water table and also for other geotechnical issues that may adversely affect design.

18.02  Review geometric design for conformance with the approved design criteria, the current ALDOT adopted edition of the *AASHTO Geometric Design Guide, Roadside Design Guide, design memorandums, GFO’s* and any other appropriate documents.

18.03  Download the standard Plans Legend Sheets from the network server into the project directory. If items and/or abbreviations are used in the plans that are not listed on these sheets, add additional items and abbreviations to the Plans Legend Sheets. Notify the Engineering Support Section so that they can evaluate if additional items should be added to these standard sheets.
NOTE: The standard Plans Legend Sheets may have been revised after the project survey and/or design were completed. The designer shall confirm that all items and abbreviations shown on these sheets agree with the plans. Previous versions of the Plans Legend and Abbreviations Sheets may be used to resolve conflicts.

18.04 Generate remaining design view sheets using Inroads Plan and Profile Generator. Sheets that should be created are plan/profile, paving layout, phased erosion and sediment control, utility, traffic control, etc.

18.05 Determine if “FHWA Order No. 5520.1, Preliminary Plan Review and Approval – Required Hydraulic Report Format” (March 5, 1992) is applicable (see attachment #3). A brief overview of issues within “FHWA Order No. 5520.1” are as follows:

- Storm sewer systems discharging 200 cubic feet per second or more
- Permanent stormwater detention of 5 acre-feet or more
- Stormwater pumping systems discharging 20 cubic feet per second or more
- Levees formed by highway fills to prevent flooding
- Impoundments formed by dams at least 25 feet deep or being 50 acre-feet or more in volume, and which will be affected by highway fills.

If “FHWA Order No. 5520.1 is applicable, notify the responsible design engineer superior. The responsible design engineer superior will provide direction on how to proceed. All viable attempts should be made to avoid issues in “FHWA Order No. 5520.1.”

19.0 MILESTONE: BRIDGE HYDRAULIC SUBMITTAL AND REQUEST FOR BIN

Make a submittal to the Bridge Hydraulic Engineer and request a hydraulic study for required bridge structures and for existing bridge structures if the Design Bureau Location Section has not already made this submittal. See attachment #4 and GFO 3-60 for items that shall be submitted to the Bridge Hydraulic Engineer for the hydraulic study. Also, request in-place and required BIN’s.

19.01 If applicable, the designer shall coordinate with the Bridge Bureau to determine bridge length(s), type of girders, grade, and construction estimate. This information should be incorporated into the 30% Inspection plans.

19.02 Bridge Hydraulic Engineer will make a site visit to the project and may require the design section supervisor and lead designer to be in attendance during the site visit.
19.03 Obtain bridge identification number(s) (BIN) for existing bridge(s) structures if BIN(s) has not already been provided. Request BIN(s) for proposed bridge structure(s). Coordinate with the Bridge Hydraulic Engineer and Maintenance Bureau if necessary.

20.0 Post Bridge Hydraulic Submittal Project Development

20.01 If necessary, revise backbone typical sections and typical section plan assembly sheet(s). Check roadway typicals for conformance to design criteria.

20.02 After the designer has received high water elevations, adjust the vertical alignment if necessary. Remember earthwork balance will be a requirement as the overall geometric design is refined. Check vertical alignment for conformance with design criteria.

20.03 Create superelevation requirements in Inroads. Check the critical points to ensure that they are consistent with ALDOT’s Standard Drawings, i.e. NC, CR, RC, FS.

20.04 Generate preliminary cross-sections based on GN 2 notes and superelevation requirements.

20.05 Balance earthwork. If necessary, adjust vertical alignment and remodel roadway until earthwork balance parameters are met or when it is determined normal earthwork balance parameters cannot be feasibly met. It is preferred that the earthwork is within a margin of 5%. Be mindful of earthwork hauling constraints, staged construction, and construction sequence.

20.06 Regenerate cross-sections based on the latest design surface and at this time determine preliminary construction limits based on earthwork limits of the design surface. Show existing ground, design surface, present right-of-way, and construction limits on cross-sections. Annotate main feature points on cross-sections, i.e. centerline, edge of travel way, superelevation break points, roadway cross-slope, shoulder break points (paved and graded), ditch bottom point, benching points, tie points, etc. Annotations should be legible with no overlapping text.

NOTE: Construction limits have historically been shown on the plans to primarily represent required earthwork limits of roadways with some modifications to eliminate jagged/sawtooth lines and incorporate other work such as the construction of drainage structures, channel diversions, sedimentation/detention basins, energy dissipation structures/devices, ditches, etc.

20.07 Show preliminary construction limits in appropriate files.

20.08 Project lead should begin setting preliminary right-of-way limits using 4H:1V fill slopes and cut slopes. Liberal buffers should be used to establish preliminary
right-of-way. Preliminary limits should be based on preliminary construction limits, accepted buffers, and experience. Generally, preliminary buffers (area between the construction limit and required right-of-way) are set at 20’ for local roads, 30’- 40’ for arterials and collectors, and 40’- 50’ for limited access facilities beyond cut/fill limits. The designer should use larger buffer distances when necessary to account for design elements not yet completed such as drainage design, bridge construction, erosion/sediment control design, absence of slope study, etc. Refer to ALDOT Right-of-Way Bureau website – “Right-of-Way Mapping Manual” and “Right-of-Way Design Rules of Thumb” for the guidance.

20.09 Show preliminary right-of-way limits on cross-sections and in appropriate files.

20.10 Check cross-sections to make sure proposed ground and design elements are not beyond preliminary right-of-way limits.

20.11 Recalculate earthwork quantities when necessary and revise preliminary right-of-way.

21.0 Clear Zone Review
Determine clear zone distance per the Roadside Design Guide, and review preliminary right-of-way limits to determine if limits should be revised. Provide barrier protection where warranted. Make revisions to cross-sections and appropriate files when shoulders widths have to be increased for placement of barrier protection and/or right-of-way limits are adjusted.

22.0 MILESTONE: PRELIMINARY RIGHT-OF-WAY LIMITS SET

23.0 The designer should submit Microstation CAD files to the Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section (ETS) for their use.

The following Microstation CAD files should be submitted:
- Topographic file (TOP), right-of-way file (ROW), horizontal alignment file (HAL), drainage file (DRN), and required file (REQ), Property line file (PRP)

The ROW files submitted to ETS at this point will become the new cleared environmental limits once the environmental document is approved. The project note indicating that the ROW/ TCE Limits are equivalent to the Environmentally Cleared Limits should be used in most cases. It is strongly recommended in setting the ROW Limits provided to ETS that an additional buffer be added beyond the typical ROW Rule of Thumb based on this. If the environmental document is already approved, then ROW/TCE limits should be within those Environmentally Cleared Limits.

If the environmental document is being done by consultant, the consultant must contact ETS to set the environmental limits prior to any studies.
24.0 For early utility coordination, the designer shall submit (2) partial plan sets containing Title Sheet, Plan/Profile Sheets, and cross-sections to the Region / Area Utilities Section so that utility conflicts can be identified and the process to relocate them beyond the limits of construction can begin. Copy the Right-of-Way Bureau on the submittal letter.

25.0 **Pre-30% Project Development**

25.01 Begin creating the Index Sheet. This sheet cannot be completed until later on in the plan development process.

26.0 Make an initial determination whether or not a design exception may be needed. If so, this should be properly noted on the title sheet and discussed at the 30% Inspection.

27.0 **Preliminary Construction Estimate** – Calculate the preliminary construction cost estimate in accordance with the final project scope using the latest “Preliminary Construction Estimate File” (*Excel file*) located on ALDOT’s intranet and internet site (see below for location). The designer shall ensure engineering and inspection (E&I-15%) and indirect cost (varies annually) percentages are included in the estimate and agree with the latest percentages disseminated by ALDOT. This preliminary estimate shall be based on current costs. CPMS will automatically adjust the estimate using the letting date in CPMS using a compounded inflation/growth factor. However, the preliminary construction estimate shall be reviewed periodically to ensure the estimate in CPMS is accurate. The “Preliminary Construction Estimate File” can be found at the following location:

- **ALDOT intranet site:**
  Go to the Design Bureau intranet home page, click on “Engineering Support” and go to the “CADD Support Section”, look below the section titled “Resource Library” and then click on the item “Preliminary Construction Cost Estimate File”.

- **ALDOT internet site:**
  Go to the Design Bureau internet home page, click on “Engineering Support” and go to the “CADD Support Section”, look below the section titled “Resource Library” and then click on the item “Preliminary Construction Cost Estimate File”.

**Gw4au13**

**NOTE:** The designer will not have detailed construction quantities computed at this time. Detailed construction quantities will be computed after the Plan-In-Hand Inspection and a detailed construction cost estimate will be determined at that time using *Web Transport*. (See GDCP 81.0)
27.01 Enter the Preliminary Construction Estimate amount in CPMS.

28.0 The design section supervisor and the responsible design engineer superior shall determine if a 30% Inspection is necessary. If a 30% Inspection is necessary, the designer shall use the 30% Checklist (see Attachment #6) to develop and check plans.

28.01 If applicable, the design section supervisor shall conduct an in-house review of plans to be submitted for 30% Inspection.

28.02 If applicable, submit (1) half-size sets of 30% plans and (1) preliminary construction estimates to the responsible design engineer superior. This information should be submitted at least 3 weeks prior to the 30% Inspection submittal deadline. Any necessary plan revisions will be communicated to the design section supervisor. The design section supervisor must get the responsible design engineer superior’s approval before making the 30% Inspection submittal.

29.0 30% INSPECTION SUBMITTAL

If an inspection is necessary, the plan set submittal shall include all plan assembly sheets created to date and (1) preliminary construction cost estimate for each plan set submitted. If an off-site detour and/or on-site diversion is required, the designer shall show the detour in the plan assembly and/or provide a roll plot of the detour for review. The design section supervisor will be responsible for scheduling and conducting the 30% Inspection. For projects that require a 30% Inspection, transmit the required number of plan sets at least 2 weeks prior to the Inspection. Submit plans to the following entities or individuals:

- Region – 8 sets
- Coordinate with Region about other parties that should be aware of 30% Inspection and receive plans; i.e. Corps of Engineers, National Parks Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, railroad(s), power company(s), etc.
- Right-of-Way Bureau – 1 plan set; CAD files or electronic link to CAD files, PDF’s (Adobe Acrobat file) or paper copies of the source deeds
- Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Section– 1 plan set; CAD files or electronic link to CAD files
- Bureau of Materials and Tests – 1 set
- Bridge Engineer (if bridge work is a part of project) – 1 set
- Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section – 1 plan set and CD of CAD files or electronic link to pdf’s and CAD files
- FHWA (for projects that require full federal oversight) – 1 set for projects that do not have bridge work within project limits and 2 sets if the project does have bridge work within limits.
- Maintenance Bureau - submit 1 set for interstate projects, 1 set for Welcome Center and Rest Area projects, 1 set for projects involving
landscaping. Otherwise, the Maintenance Bureau does not want a set of plans unless communicated otherwise.

- Quality Control Bureau – (2) plan sets, (1) PDF, design criteria and other supporting documentation
- Construction Bureau (coordinate with Construction Bureau to determine if they want plans) – the number of plan sets submitted should be coordinated with the Construction Bureau
- ITS (if ITS involved; existing or required) – 1 plan set and copy of Project Scope to Traffic Design ITS Group and FHWA ITS Engineer
- Design Bureau – Traffic & Safety Operations Section
  - 1 plan set if the project utilizes any amount of HSIP funds

**PROJECTS DESIGNED BY A CONSULTANT**

- Design Bureau Design Services Section – For projects designed by a consultant, the consultant to submit the following:
  - 2 plan sets
  - 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans

**30.0 MILESTONE: 30% INSPECTION (Geometric design review)**

The design section supervisor will be responsible for scheduling and conducting the inspection (if the inspection is required), documenting comments, and submitting comments to relevant parties. Give consideration to utility conflict avoidance. Potential design exceptions and staged construction should be specifically discussed at the 30% Inspection and evaluated by the Inspection team. This inspection does not have to be a formal meeting if approved by the responsible design engineer superior. Comments will be written by the design supervisor and transmitted to the responsible design engineer superior for his approval.

**31.0 Post 30% Project Coordination**

31.01 The State Right-of-Way Bureau Chief should assign right-of-way map preparation responsibilities and coordinate with appropriate parties.

31.02 The design section supervisor shall provide a summary of 30% Inspection comments to entities that received 30% Inspection plans. If bridge construction is a part of the project, the Inspection comments shall address the necessity of staged bridge construction. Specifically state, “staged bridge construction will be required,” staged bridge construction may be needed,” or “the necessity for stage bridge construction is not known at this time.” It is imperative that the Bridge Bureau get 30% comments when there is bridge construction. **Note:** Staged bridge demolition may also need to be addressed.

31.03 **Hazardous Materials Coordination** – Designer shall send (2) sets of plans to the Materials and Tests Engineer to the attention of the Hazardous Materials
Coordinator and (1) set of plans to the Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section (ETS), for any potential hazardous material sites that were not previously identified in the preliminary design / survey phase of the project. For each plan set submitted, the designer shall include completed “Hazardous Materials Notification Forms” for each potential hazardous materials site. Locate potential hazardous material sites on plans by cross-hatching. If hazardous material sites impacts are not anticipated, the design section supervisor shall communicate in writing to the above persons stating there are no obvious signs of hazardous materials located within the proposed right-of-way of the project.

31.04 The designer shall send (2) sets of plans to the Region for obtaining right-of-entry for Materials and Tests Hazardous Materials and Geotechnical Investigations.

31.05 The Region should begin obtaining right-of-entry for M&T Hazardous Materials and Geotechnical investigations. The Region should also begin actively identifying utility conflicts.

31.06 For Welcome Centers and Rest Areas, the Architect is to make a submittal directly to the Alabama Building Commission (ABC) for the first of three plan submittals required by the ABC. It is the Architect’s responsibility to make sure the submittal contains all required items. The Architect will indicate to the ABC and the project lead that the ABC should bill ALDOT for the cost of the review.

32.0 The designer shall address 30% Inspection comments and refine geometric design. If necessary, revise the Primary Survey Control/Geometric Layout Sheet. Designer to make sure entire design, all illustrations, etc. reflect the required changes resulting from the 30% Inspection.

33.0 After the 30% Inspection, the design section supervisor shall determine if a design exception should be requested. A design exception must be requested if AASHTO Standards cannot be practically met for one or more of the 10 controlling criteria. The 10 controlling criteria for which a design exception is required are: design speed, lane width, shoulder width, horizontal curve radius, superelevation rate, stopping sight distance, maximum grade, cross slope, vertical clearance, and design loading structural capacity, (see attachment #5). Stopping sight distance (SSD) applies to horizontal alignments and vertical alignments except for sag vertical curves. If a design exception is necessary, the design section supervisor shall coordinate with the responsible design engineer superior as to the justification of a design exception. If the responsible design engineer superior agrees that a design exception should be requested, the design section supervisor shall write a letter on behalf of the responsible design engineer superior to the State Design Engineer requesting review and approval of the design exception proposal. If the State Design Engineer concurs, he will forward the request to the appropriate person(s) and ask for their approval. The design exception should be approved by the Chief Engineer prior to the Plan-In-Hand Inspection.
NOTE: The design exception letter should document the factors that justify the exception(s) (see attachment #5).

34.0 **Hydraulic Design Continuation** - Continue hydraulic design by creating preliminary drainage sections for existing bridge culverts, anticipated required bridge culverts, box culverts with fill heights over 35’, roadway pipes with fill heights over 60’, and pipes anticipated to have a conveyance opening of 36” and larger.

35.0 **ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT COORDINATION**
After 30% Plans are revised, send (1) plan set and CD of CAD files or electronic link to pdf’s and CAD files to the Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section (ETS) and (1) set to the Region Environmental Section, so that appropriate environmental documentation and permit applications can begin and/or be reviewed for conformance with approved environmental document/permit; (if permits have already been obtained). All future plan changes dealing with environmental issues shall be forwarded to the Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section and Region Environmental Section to insure accuracy of environmental write up. Designer should make a preliminary check to see if tail ditching or channel changes may be needed. Transmittal shall clearly state that tail ditches and/or channel changes are required, not anticipated, or not known at this time.

36.0 **MILESTONE: MATERIALS AND TESTS SUBMITTAL FOR SOIL SURVEY, SOILS PROFILE, SLOPE STUDY INFORMATION, AND/OR MATERIALS BUILDUP**

This submittal must be made as soon as possible since there is usually a considerable amount of work that has to be done from the time this submittal is made until the project lead receives the requested information back.

Transmit the latest design information and plan sheets to the Bureau of Materials and Tests. Submit (5) half-size sets of 30% plans, (1) CD, (1) Location Memorandum, and (1) copy of the project scope to the Bureau of Materials and Tests. Submit (2) half-size sets of 30% plans, (1) CD, (1) Location Memorandum, and (1) copy of project scope to the Region / Area Materials Engineer.

1. Information that should be included within the partial plan set:
   a. Title sheet, Primary Survey Control Layout and Geometric Layout, Typical Section Sheet(s) with only backbone templates provided, Plan/Profile Sheets, Drainage Section Sheets for structure types listed below within 2b.ii – 2b.v, Cross-Section Sheets, and any other relevant sheets.

2. Information required on each CD:
a. *Microstation* files and PDF’s for plan assembly sheets listed above.

b. CAD file containing a topographic map with the following information shown and labeled legibly when printed at a scale of 1:24000:
   i. Project mainline centerline with stationing. Also, show side road alignments if necessary
   ii. Existing and required bridge culverts/structures with station location labeled.
   iii. Existing and required roadway culverts with a fill height of 35’ and greater with station location labeled.
   iv. Other existing and required conveyance structures, such as pipes, with a fill height of 60’ and greater with station location labeled.
   v. Existing and required conveyance structures with an equivalent opening size of 48” and greater.

c. Other *Microstation* files - Property file (prp.dgn), utility file (u100.dgn), topographic file (f100.dgn), horizontal alignment file(s) (hal.dgn), required file (req.dgn), profile file (prf.dgn), drainage file (drn.dgn), and cross section file(s) (xsn.dgn) – with existing and proposed right-of-way shown. Also, (1) *Microstation* file showing all of the files listed here within “c” with no reference file attachments.

d. *Inroads* files – horizontal alignment file(s) (hal.alg), existing surface file (existing.dtm), design surface file (design.dtm).

The above information shall be distributed by the Materials and Tests Bureau Materials Engineer as follows:
- (4) 30% plan sets and (1) CD to be sent to the Bureau of Materials and Tests Geotechnical Division.

The Region / Area Materials Engineer should determine if assistance is required by a Consultant in completing the materials report. If assistance is required, the Region / Area Materials Engineer should contact the Bureau of Materials and Tests- Geotechnical Engineer requesting that a Consultant be assigned to complete the materials report.

**NOTES:**

1. The time it takes for Materials and Tests to complete their work depends greatly on the following factors: length of
project, number of drainage structures, the amount of earthwork cut, number of bridges and lengths, soil type, geographic location, topographic conditions, type of roadway, and many of project specific criteria and conditions. Generally, it takes at least 6 to 9 months to get materials information depending on when Materials and Tests Geotechnical Division receives the request from the Region / Area Materials Engineer, when Right-Of-Entry has been obtained by the Region, and if Hazardous Materials Sites have been cleared. Therefore, it is imperative that this step in the design process be done as soon as possible and Materials and Tests be notified as soon as possible when changes are made that will affect their work.

2. Approved geotechnical and material reports must be transmitted to the project lead at least 25 weeks prior to the Right-of-Way Authorization date; therefore, the geotechnical and materials reports must be approved 62 weeks prior to the Construction Authorization Date.

3. The designer should coordinate with the party responsible for preparing the materials report if revisions are made to any part of the project design (horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, hydraulics, fill heights, etc.) and/or plans that may affect the geotechnical and materials report preparation process. A detailed narrative of revisions and a revised submittal showing revisions circled in red shall be submitted to the Materials and Tests Materials Engineer. Request the revisions be evaluated for the necessity of soil borings. For more information, see ALDOT 390, “Procedure for Conducting Soil Surveys and Preparing Materials Reports” located in the Materials and Tests “Testing Manual”.

4. If a materials addendum is required, the party responsible for preparing the materials report should begin preparation of an addendum from comments received at a plan review before any information is received from the project lead and/or official comments submitted from the plan review. **A revised submittal by the designer is not required for the party responsible for preparing the materials report to begin their work.** The party responsible for preparing the materials report shall coordinate with the designer prior to submitting a preliminary materials addendum to the Bureau of Materials and Tests.
37.0 **Projects Involving Traffic Signals**
When necessary, the project lead shall make available traffic data and CAD files for the title sheet, plan/profile sheets, utility sheets, and paving layout sheets to the Design Bureau Traffic Design Section and request a traffic signal review.

37.01 The Traffic Design Section will review information submitted at GDCP 37.0 and determine how to proceed.

37.02 The traffic signal designer responsible for preparing the traffic signal plans shall request current 12 hour traffic counts with turning movements and prepare a warrant analysis for intersections with existing traffic signals and for potential installations. Use standard traffic form (see [attachment #1](#)). ADT’s shall only be used to warrant a traffic signal when no intersection currently exists. A Removal Warrant Analysis shall be performed for existing traffic signal installations that do not meet a warrant analysis. A copy of the counts and warrant analysis shall be sent to the Traffic Design Section of the Design Bureau. The Traffic Design Section shall forward warrants to the Maintenance Bureau.

38.0 Maintenance Bureau-Traffic Section to transmit current 12 hour traffic counts with turning movements to the Design Bureau Traffic Design Section.

39.0 **Post 30% Railroad Involvement**

39.01 **Projects Involving Railroad(s)**
The project lead shall refer to [Attachment #9](#) and include applicable railroad notes on the Project Notes Sheet.

39.02 **Railroad Involvement: Surveying and Drilling within Railroad ROW:**
A request for a Right of Entry agreement must be sent to the Rail Group for coordination with the railroad when drilling and/or survey work is required within railroad right-of-way. A plan sheet or map indicating the location of the drilling and/or survey work and a written summary indicating the name of the railroad, the crossing number, the railroad milepost, and a complete description of the work to be performed within the railroad's right-of-way must be transmitted. Include to the best of your ability an estimate for the number of workdays required for completing this work.

39.03 **Coordination:** The project lead is responsible for transmitting the following information, along with electronic files to the Rail Group for their use in securing the railroad's approval of the plans, refer to attachment #9:

   a. **Non-Bridge Projects** - Resurfacing, Resurfacing and Widening, Additional Lanes Widening, New Alignment, Under Boring (Pipe Installation) within the railroad right-of-way, overhead wiring projects within the railroad's right-of-way, Pedestrian/Railroad Bicycle Improvements, Railroad overpass work, etc.
b. **Bridge Projects** – Bridge Removal and/or Replacement, Bridge Painting, Bridge Barrier Rail Retrofit, Bridge Widening, etc.

1. **Written Summary** (All Projects)- the name of the railroad, the crossing number, the railroad milepost, a complete description of all work to be performed within the railroad's right-of-way, and the number of workdays within the railroad’s right-of-way. Estimate the number of working days this work will take to the best of your ability, consult others when necessary. Include the estimated number of working days in the description of work. The summary and the plan sheets should match and not contradict each other.

2. **Required plan sheets (one electronic pdf file containing all required sheets)** (All Projects):
   a. 11" x 17" set of plans or standard letter size plans are required. All plan sheets showing work on, over, under, or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way including any other information related to the railroad involvement are required
   b. **Title Sheet** - be sure to include the name of the railroad in the project description
   c. **Typical Section** - show a typical section for the railway (tie-ins, details, etc.), the name of the railroad, railroad milepost, railroad right-of-way limits, paving limits, and crossing number
   d. **Railroad Plan View Sheet** - include the name of railroad, railroad right-of-way limits, paving limits, crossing number, railroad mile post, a clear statement of the work to be performed within the railroad right-of-way limits, existing and required rail passive and active warning devices, the required markings, legends (if Standard Drawings are referenced in the plans, legends are not required to be shown)

3. **Bridge Plan/Layout Sheets** (Bridge Projects Only)- show plans for bridge work, including bridge barrier rail projects, bridge approaches, and drainage structures on, over, under, or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way. Include the name of railroad, railroad right-of-way limits, crossing number, railroad mile post, locations and type of proposed foundations (if known), and horizontal and vertical clearances from the centerline of the tracks to the bridge. **Preliminary Bridge Layout should be transmitted to the Rail Group for use in requesting the railroads approval of the proposed bridge layout, refer to GDCP 16.02 for Track Expansion Requests.**
   a. **Horizontal Clearance:**
      i. Horizontal clearance form centerline of tracks to the face of pier or abutment, measured perpendicular to the tracks.
      ii. Provisions for future tracks, access roads, other railroad facilities, etc.
      iii. The distance the toe of footing shall be from the centerline of track, measured perpendicular to the tracks.
      iv. Requirements for Crash Walls and design criteria.
   b. **Vertical Clearance:**
      i. Vertical, measured from top of high rail to lowest point of structure in the horizontal clearance area which extends 6' - 0" either side of the centerline of track.
40.0 If project crosses a navigable waterway as currently defined by the USACOE and EPA (streams, wetlands, lakes, etc.), transmit (1) set of plans to ETS for initiation of Section 404 permits at least 6 to 8 months prior to the letting date.

41.0 If any part of project is within the backwater of an Alabama Power Company impoundment or Tennessee Valley Authority impoundment, check with the Environmental Technical Section for coordinating the application for Federal Energy Regulatory Commission permit.

42.0 **Design Refinement** - Create preliminary plan view elements, i.e. edge of pavements, roadway lane dots or striping, lane arrows, striping, hatching and shading elements, disposition of in-place items, labeling of required items, pavement layout dimensions, etc.

43.0 The Region / Area Materials Engineer responsible for preparing the Materials Report shall submit the unapproved Materials Report to the Bureau of Materials and Tests to the attention of the State Materials Engineer for review and approval. Submitting party shall supply (5) copies of the materials report for all projects. Distribution of Materials Reports is given in ALDOT 390.

44.0 **MILESTONE: APPROVED GEOTECHNICAL AND MATERIALS INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM THE MATERIALS AND TESTS BUREAU**

The Bureau of Materials and Tests to distribute copies of the Approved Materials Report and Approved Slope Study Report to the following parties as specified below:

- Project lead – (1) electronic copy
- Region / Area Materials Engineer – (1) electronic copy
- Construction Bureau – (1) electronic copy
- FHWA – (1) electronic copy
- Quality Control Bureau - (1) electronic copy
- Materials and Tests project file – (1) hardcopy
- Materials and Tests Geotechnical file – (1) hardcopy
- State Materials Engineer’s file – (1) hardcopy
- Maintenance Bureau (submittal only required when the project is an interstate maintenance (IM) project) – (1) hardcopy

If any parties need an additional hard and/or electronic copy of the Approved Materials Report and/or Approved Slope Study Report, contact the project lead.

If the project lead has not received the geotechnical information and the Approved Materials Report within 6 months from the time the submittal at GDCP # 36.0 was made, the project lead shall coordinate with the Region / Area Materials Engineer and State Materials Engineer to determine the status of the materials.
report. The project lead shall explain that the advancement of plan development will be limited until this information is received.

**NOTE:** An approved Slope Study is required prior to the Design Hearing for Grade, Drain, Base, and Pave Projects. An approved Slope Study and Materials Report is required prior to the Plan-In-Hand Inspection.

45.0 **Post Materials and Geotech Plan Development**

45.01 Upon receipt of the approved Materials Report, the designer shall revise/complete the following:
- Typical sections in accordance with the soils and materials write-up. Completion of the typical sections is required for Base and Pave projects before going to the Plan-In-Hand Inspection.
- Create materials build-up components on Inroads template(s)
- Review vertical alignment in order to reduce leveling
- Raise grade where buildup intrudes on preliminary subgrade and/or drainage structures.

**NOTE:** If addendums are required, they shall be submitted and approved before the Final Back Check submittal (GDCP 90) is made. Traffic updates may also require addendums.

45.02 Complete earthwork balance based on firm shrinkage/swell values received from the Materials and Tests Bureau after soil boring information has been provided.

45.03 Incorporate soil profile and boring sheets into the plan assembly (some projects do not require soil profiles).

46.0 **Public Involvement / Design Hearing Process**

46.01 **DETERMINATION OF PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT/DESIGN HEARING NECESSITY**
If the project design is at the stage that a Public Involvement Meeting and/or Design Hearing can be held, transmit (1) partial plan set (title sheet, primary plan sheets) to the Environmental Technical Section and request they give notification if a Public Involvement Meeting and/or Design Hearing is required or if the project is exempt.

46.02 If applicable, the designer shall complete preliminary Public Involvement Meeting and/or Design Hearing Map. Map shall be examined to determine if all items are easily visible (color plots of some colors are not easily visible, i.e. yellow, light colors, etc.). Refer to the Design Bureau / Roadway Design / Engineering Support internet site for the minimum items that shall be shown and the required symbology.
46.03 Transmit preliminary Public Involvement Meeting and/or Public Hearing Map to
the Region / Area Environmental Section and possibly FHWA (if full federal
oversight is required). Request the Region and FHWA to review the map and
provide written review comments.

46.04 Complete the Public Involvement Meeting and/or Design Hearing Map.

46.05 Transmit (2) roll plot maps for Public Involvement Meeting and/or Design
Hearing to the Region and request coordination/notification of the meeting.
Region is responsible for conducting, scheduling and delivering roll plots, plans,
documents, etc., to the location of the Public Involvement Meeting and/or Design
Hearing.

**46.06 MILESTONE: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT / DESIGN HEARING**
If required, the designer shall bring (3) roll maps and (1) set of plans for possible
use at the hearing. The design supervisor and designer will be responsible for
answering design related questions during the meeting.

46.07 The Region / Area Environmental Section shall review Public Involvement
Meeting / Design Hearing comments and summarize the responses from the
meeting. The original comment forms with the summary shall be sent to the
Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section. The Region shall keep a copy
on file and send (1) copy with summary to FHWA. The Design Bureau
Environmental Technical Section shall coordinate with the project lead to address
the comments and any design changes to be considered.

46.08 If required, the Region / Area Environmental Section shall submit to the Design
Bureau Environmental Technical Section the required documents for review and
preparation of the environmental document.

46.09 Design section supervisor shall address Public Involvement Meeting / Design
Hearing comments and make approved design changes where necessary.

46.10 The Designer needs to begin the Public Information component of GFO 3-61
(Work Zone Safety and Mobility) if required for the project.

**47.0 DESIGN APPROVAL**
Submit plans to Chief Engineer and FHWA (if full federal oversight is required)
for Design Approval.

48.0 Omitted

**49.0 County / City Municipal Agreements** - If any section of the in-place roadway is
on the State Highway System is being bypassed by the project, transmit to the
Region (2) plan sets per county or municipality involved for agreement process
concerning the maintenance of the in-place roadway. Transmit (1) plan set to Maintenance Bureau (Management and Training).

50.0 Omitted

51.0 Transmit CAD files showing title sheet, plan/profile sheets, existing and proposed right-of-way, construction limits, horizontal alignment, edge of pavements, existing and required drainage, easements, and any other pertinent environmental files or communicate the electronic link location of CAD files to the Right-of-Way Bureau for preliminary preparation of Right-of-Way Map and initiation of a preliminary project relocation analysis. **Specifically state that “this partial plan assembly is preliminary and should not be used for Right-of-Way Authorization”**.

52.0 The design section supervisor should contact the Region / Area Utilities Engineer to discuss project status, anticipated construction sequencing, and the status of utilities. The design section supervisor should transmit any requested information.

53.0 **Traffic Design Coordination**

53.01 Coordinate with the Traffic Design Engineer to determine if lighting, traffic signals and/or ITS items are involved. If lighting and/or traffic signals are involved, transmit electronic files. Transmit (1) plan set if lighting and transmit (1) plan set if signals are to be designed by the Traffic Design Section. Plan set shall contain all plan assembly sheets prepared to date. Traffic Design Engineer will coordinate required boring locations with Materials and Tests Bureau if the Traffic Design Section designs the traffic signals or lighting; otherwise the responsibility is that of the project lead. For projects which are strictly lighting and/or signs, the borings shall be in the plans before the PS&E.

53.02 **Signals / ITS (if applicable)** - The designer shall submit to the Materials and Tests Bureau (4) plan sets including – title sheet, traffic signal layout sheet(s) (showing pole #, station, & offset) & box sheets if necessary. The transmittal letter shall request soil borings & per GFO 6-5 for all new poles and shall denote any poles that will be located on fill areas of 3’ or more. The Region and the Traffic Design Section should be copied on the transmittal letter.

53.03 **Lighting (if applicable)** - The designer shall submit to the Materials and Tests Bureau (4) plan sets (11”x17”) including – title sheet, lighting layout sheet(s) (showing pole #, station, & offset) & box sheets if necessary. The transmittal letter shall request soil borings per GFO 6-5 for all new poles and shall denote any poles that will be located on fill areas of 3’ or more. The Region and Traffic Design Section should be copied on the transmittal letter.
53.04 **Overhead & Cantilever Sign Structures** (if applicable) - The designer shall submit to the Materials and Tests Bureau (4) ½ size plan sets including title sheet, sign layout sheet(s) (showing structure #, station, & offset) & box sheets if necessary. The transmittal letter shall request soil borings & per GFO 6-5 for all new overhead & cantilevered sign structures and shall denote any locations that will be located on fill areas of 3’ or more. The Region and Traffic Design Section should be copied on the transmittal letter.

54.0 Omitted

55.0 Continue to advance hydraulic design as much as possible. Create drainage sections and design the drainage structures. Attention should be given to drainage structures requiring energy dissipation basins, stormwater detention basins, sedimentation basins, and ditches since these items sometimes take more proposed right-of-way than initially anticipated. **Plans for Right-of-Way Authorization should not be submitted until after Plan-In-Hand comments affecting right-of-way are resolved.** Remember to investigate the need for special ditching. Show special ditches on plan/profile sheets, profile sheets, and/or special ditch sheets. If bridge structures are required, show bridge hydraulic data on required sheets, i.e. elevation of high water, elevation of underwater backfill, etc. Note: HYD 102, HYD 103 forms, and the hydraulic data plan sheet(s) must be completed prior to the Plan-In-Hand Inspection for the hydraulic design to be complete and to meet hydraulic design reporting and Plan-In-Hand requirements.

56.0 Determine in conjunction with the Region whether right-of-way or permanent/temporary drainage easements will be required for drainage outfalls, erosion and sediment control structures, other construction work, etc.

57.0 **Channel Changes** - Check for “tail ditching” and/or required “channel changes.” If either of these are required, transmit (1) plan set to the Environmental Technical Section and notify them that required “tail ditching” and/or “channel changes” are needed. When this type of work is required, additional environmental issues arise that may cause more extensive environmental documents/permits to be completed and the project to be delayed. Therefore, this information should be conveyed as early in the design process as possible.

58.0 **Preliminary - Sequence of Construction Traffic Control Plan Development** – The designer shall develop a preliminary sequence of construction and Traffic Control Plan. Coordinate sequence and preliminary plan with the Bridge Bureau, if a bridge design submittal (GDCP 60.0) is required. It is very important that the Bridge Bureau know as early as possible if staged bridge construction is anticipated.

59.0 **Non-Standard Drainage Structures**

The Bridge Bureau needs to be notified if:
a) Cast-in-place box culverts or culvert extensions have any of the following conditions:
   - Bend greater than 15°
   - Skew greater than 30°
   - Any modification to the culvert that cannot be handled with Standard Drawings,
   - Any kind of concrete structure is going over a culvert,
   - The culvert goes thru or ends at any kind of wall (MSE, retaining, etc.),
   - Non-typical end treatment (i.e. wing walls at other than prescribed angles, substituting in retaining walls, depressed apron, etc.)

b) A drainage or other miscellaneous structure cannot be handled with Standard Drawings.

60.0 MILESTONE: BRIDGE DESIGN SUBMITTAL
Transmit (3) copies of the preliminary sequence of construction and traffic control plan. Indicate whether or not staged bridge construction will be necessary. Also; submit (3) sets, including a link to a shared drive containing a PDF set of 30% complete preliminary roadway plans to the Bridge Engineer for design of walls, bridges, other structures that require a structure design, and for bridge clearance review. Upon receipt of this information, the assigned design section of the Bridge Bureau will contact appropriate personnel in the Design Bureau and to request an electronic copy of the 30% roadway submittal for use in developing structure layout. The 30% plan submittal should identify all existing and proposed utilities such as sewer lines, gas lines, water lines, power lines, cable lines, phone lines, etc. that (1) could potentially interfere with layout or construction of the proposed structure or (2) may require consideration for attachment to the proposed bridge structure. Request updated preliminary bridge length(s), grade, and construction estimate from the Bridge Bureau 6 weeks after making the preliminary bridge design submittal.

As a minimum, the 30% roadway plan submittal should include the following:
   - Title sheet
   - Typical section sheets
   - Plan / Profile sheets
   - Ground line (3-line profile) data, if the project includes bridge work. Location/offsets for collecting ground line profile data should be coordinated with the Bridge Bureau.
   - Cross-sections in the vicinity of the bridge(s)
   - Profile of the feature to be crossed (roadway, waterway, railroad, valley, etc.)
   - Utilities sheets with existing utilities shown.
   - For grade separation structures, provide intersecting station for each alignment and the angle of intersection between the alignments
It is important that the roadway designer keep the Bridge Bureau informed of all roadway design changes throughout plan development that could affect the bridge design and ultimately the letting date.

**NOTE:** A preliminary bridge layout is needed for the Plan-In-Hand Inspection. For standard bridge designs, the Bridge Bureau should submit a preliminary bridge layout within 6 weeks of receiving the initial bridge design submittal.

60.01 The Bridge Bureau shall submit TS&L (Type, size, and location) drawings and request the Materials and Tests Engineer perform a foundation investigation and foundation report for all projects involving bridges, excluding bridge culverts. A copy of the request letter shall also be sent to the project lead and Region Engineer. For roadway and bridge culverts the **project lead** is responsible for requesting a foundation investigation.

60.02 deleted

60.03 For bridges that are to be constructed over navigable waterway, the Bridge Bureau is responsible for applying for a US Coast Guard construction permit. Guidance for preparing the bridge permit drawings and applying for the USCG construction permit is provided in the ALDOT Bridge Bureau’s Structures Design and Detail Manual. Coordination between the Bridge Bureau and Design Bureau’s Environmental Technical Section will be necessary in order to complete and provide all of the information needed to satisfy the Coast Guard’s permit application process. This information may include but is not limited to copies of the EIS, FONSI, or CE as applicable, certification statements such as Air Quality, Water Quality, 4(f), etc.

60.04 No more than 6 weeks after receiving the GDCP Step 60.0 submittal, the Bridge Bureau shall furnish the project lead a copy of the completed preliminary bridge layout. For bridges on the National Highway System (NHS), the preliminary bridge layout shall be submitted to FHWA for review and approval. A map of the
NHS routes for the State of Alabama at the following web address:

61.0 **Pre-Plan-In-Hand Plan Development**

61.01 Plot special ditches on profile views and cross-sections.

61.02 If applicable, complete HYD 102 and HYD 103 forms.

61.03 Complete hydraulic design and Hydraulic Data Sheets to include a Pre/Post design requirements of GFO 3-73. The hydraulic design and Data Sheets shall be completed and incorporated into the plans before the Plan-In-Hand Inspection submittal.


61.05 Create Drainage Section Sheets.

61.06 Index drainage structures.

61.07 **Phased Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Development** – The designer shall develop the phased Erosion and Sediment Control Plan. Coordinate with the Stormwater Section of the Design Bureau to determine the latest requirements.

61.08 Develop preliminary sequence of construction and include in plan assembly for review at the Plan-In-Hand Inspection. Construction sequence should not unnecessarily restrict and/or limit contractor work and/or sequence. Consider utility conflicts, clearing acreage limitations, and other potential conflicts during the development of the preliminary sequence of construction.

61.09 **Traffic Control Plan Development** – The designer shall further refine the sequence of construction and Traffic Control Plan.

61.10 Complete preliminary earthwork calculations.

61.11 Create Earthwork Summary Sheets using preliminary earthwork quantities.

61.12 Designer to complete design of roadway signs and pavement markings.

61.13 The designer shall firm up all preliminary easements and right-of-way limits.

61.14 The designer shall verify that all project limits are within the environmental cleared limits and items discussed in the environmental document, i.e. potential impacts, known commitments, etc. have been satisfactorily addressed. ETS will
verify that the plans meet environmental requirements when Plan-In-Hand plans are submitted to them.

NOTE: A partial plan submittal (Title, Project Notes, and Plan/Profile sheets) along with updated CAD files must be made to ETS any time revisions are made to the required right-of-way, required easements, or project limits so that ETS can verify that they are within the environmental cleared limits, determine if further study is needed, and if the environmental document needs be reevaluated. These changes should be circled in red on the pdf’s and an explanation provided as to why the design was changed (slope changes from 3:1 to 4:1, adding sediment basins, detention basins, driveway improvements, required property negotiations, etc.

61.15 Complete the Index to Special and Standard Drawings Sheet and list all required special and standard drawings relevant to the project.

62.0 Pre-Plan-In-Hand Project Coordination

62.01 Submit Primary Survey Control and Geometric Layout Sheet(s) to the Design Bureau Location Section for their review.

62.02 The designer shall transmit to the Region / Area Utilities Engineer (2) plan sets for review. Copy the Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer on transmittal letter. If there are any changes effecting utilities since the last submittal, the changes shall be noted and circled in red on the plan sheets.

62.03 The Utilities Engineer shall notify the design section supervisor if there are any utility conflicts that might influence the design. The Utilities Engineer shall respond in writing of any or no concerns anticipated.

62.04 If plans were initially sent to the Traffic Design Engineer for design of lighting, signs, marking and striping, traffic signals, and/or ITS and the project design has changed, resubmit the electronic files and plan sheets that reflect the design change.

62.05 The designer should begin preparing the Construction Best Management Practices Plan (CBMPP) and the Notice of Intent (NOI) for NPDES permit coverage. The final CBMPP and NOI should be submitted to the Stormwater Engineer for processing a minimum 12 weeks prior to the letting date. Coordinate with the Stormwater Section of the Design Bureau to determine the latest requirements.

62.06 The designer should submit project CAD files and (1) plan set to the Region and request the project centerline be staked out prior to the Plan-In-Hand Inspection. Coordinate with the Region to determine when they will need design information in order to have adequate time to stake out the centerline.
63.0 The design section supervisor shall conduct an in-house review of the Plan-In-Hand plan assembly. Unless communicated differently by the design section supervisor, the designer shall submit (1) half-size set of plans ready for a Plan-In-Hand, (1) disposition of 30% Inspection comments, (1) preliminary construction estimate, (1) Environmental Certification documentation, (1) materials report with all addendums, (1) Hydraulics Notebook, and (1) Plan-In-Hand Inspection Checklist (see Attachment #7) to the design section supervisor for review.

63.01 Submit (2) half-size set of Plan-In-Hand plans, (2) disposition of 30% Inspection comments, (2) preliminary construction estimates, (2) Environmental Certification documentation, (2) materials reports with any addendums, Hydraulics Notebook, and (2) Plan-In-Hand Inspection Checklist (see attachment #7) to the responsible design engineer superior. This information should be submitted at least 3 weeks prior to the Plan-In-Hand submittal deadline. Any necessary plan revisions will be communicated to the design section supervisor. The design section supervisor must get the responsible design engineer superior’s approval before making the Plan-In-Hand submittal.

64.0 PLAN-IN-HAND SUBMITTAL
This submittal should be made at least 2 weeks prior to the Inspection. Plan set should be complete except for the calculation of quantities. See below to determine required submittal items for each entity:

- **Region** – (8) plan sets, (1) preliminary construction estimate, and (2) copies of draft design exception letter, if applicable
- Coordinate with Region and ETS about other parties that should be aware of the Plan-In-Hand Inspection and receive plans; i.e. Corps of Engineers, National Parks Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, railroad(s), power company(s), cities, counties, etc.
- Right-of-Way Bureau (Right-of-Way Section) – Only submit CAD files or electronic link to CAD files.
- Right-of-Way Bureau (Utilities Section) – 1 plan set and CAD files or electronic link to CAD files.
- Materials and Tests Bureau – 1 plan set and 1 PDF copy
- Design Bureau Traffic Design Section
  - Lighting – 1 plan set
  - ITS – 1 plan set
  - Traffic signals – 1 plan set
  - Traffic Control – 1 plan set
  - Signs/Overhead Structures/Striping and Markings – 1 plan set
- Bridge Bureau (if bridge work is a part of project) – 1 partial set (Title sheet, typical sections, and plan/profile sheets)
- Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section – 1 partial set (Title sheet, Project Note sheet, and Plan/Profile sheets) and CAD files if changes to ROW or TCE’s. An electronic link for the pdf and CAD files can be provided instead.
- Design Bureau Stormwater Section – 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans
- FHWA (for projects that require full federal oversight) – 1 plan set for projects that do not have bridge work within project limits and 2 sets if the project does have bridge work within limits. Send 1 additional set to FHWA ITS Engineer if ITS work is involved. Also, submit (1) preliminary construction cost estimate. If applicable, submit (1) copy of the draft design exception letter.
- Quality Control Bureau – (3) plan sets, (1) PDF copy, (1) preliminary construction cost estimate, (1) disposition of 30% comments, (1) Plan-In-Hand Checklist, and draft design exception letter, if applicable.
- Construction Bureau – 1 plan set
- Maintenance Bureau – submit (1) plan set for interstate projects, (1) plan set for Welcome Center and Rest Area projects, (1) plan set for projects involving landscaping. Otherwise, the Maintenance Bureau does not want a set of plans unless communicated differently.
- Design Bureau Traffic & Safety Operations Section (normally, a submittal is only needed when loop detectors are installed within a project and/or if project involves a railroad) – 1 or 2 plan sets
  - 1 plan set if the project utilizes any amount of HSIP funds
- Adjacent Project Coordination – 1 plan set

PROJECTS DESIGNED BY A CONSULTANT
- Design Bureau Design Services Section – For projects designed by a consultant, the consultant to submit the following:
  - 2 plan sets
  - 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans

The Quality Control Bureau will be responsible for coordinating and notifying relevant parties of the time of the inspection, conducting the inspection, documenting and submitting inspection comments to relevant parties

65.0 MILESTONE: PLAN-IN-HAND INSPECTION
Designer shall check topographic and survey information during the field review for accuracy and update as necessary. Review hydraulic design in field. Review and concur that the details shown in the plans adequately depict the geotechnical recommendations. If additional survey information is needed, provide electronic file with shapes designating additional survey limits and (1) hard copy with additional areas red-lined, any horizontal and vertical control information needed, and relationship of construction alignment to survey alignment.

65.01 All plan reviewers with written comments shall formally disseminate their comments by providing a summary of final Plan-In-Hand Inspection comments to the Quality Control Bureau, project lead, Region Engineer and their design assistant, etc. Also, FHWA should transmit any written comments to the Quality
Control Bureau. Quality Control Bureau shall formally disseminate comments according to GDCP No. 65.02.

65.02 The Quality Control Bureau will mail their comments and comments received from FHWA and other bureaus to the project lead and other relevant parties. Other bureaus are responsible for compiling their final review comments and submitting them to the Quality Control Bureau within 3 weeks of the Inspection.

66.0 **Plan Development**

66.01 Designer to begin making changes by reviewing notes taken at the Inspection.

66.02 The designer shall study and resolve the Plan-In-Hand comments and make revisions and additions where necessary. A disposition of the Plan-In-Hand comments shall be done and submitted with the PS&E plans. If Plan-In-Hand Inspection comments call for special studies, the designer shall transmit prints to the appropriate office(s) for this study. For Design Bureau lead projects, major design changes after this point will be at the discretion of the State Design Engineer. For Region lead projects, major design changes after this point will be at the discretion of the Region Engineer. Special consideration should be given for right-of-way activities already in progress.

**NOTE: Request for major design changes will require a written letter of justification by the parties requesting the change in design.**

66.03 If applicable, the Materials and Tests Bureau to transmit approved materials addendum to project lead, Region, Quality Control Bureau, Construction Bureau, etc.

66.04 If there has been an approved addendum to the Materials Report and/or Geotechnical Report, the project lead shall complete the typical sections in accordance with the approved addendum, revise plans to reflect changes, balance earthwork, and recalculate material quantities.

66.05 If special soil studies are required for traffic signals, ITS, signs, lighting, etc., the project lead shall coordinate with the Region and Geotechnical Engineer about special soil study requirements. The Bureau of Materials and Tests shall complete all special soil studies and submit copies of results to the project lead and to the Traffic Design Section of the Design Bureau.

67.0 **Post Plan-In-Hand Project Coordination**

67.01 Determine if a materials addendum is necessary; if so submit to the Materials and Tests Engineer and state why a materials addendum is needed (Region usually does this since they are responsible for preparing and submitting the Materials Addendum to the Materials and Tests Bureau; therefore, coordinate this with the Region). Submittal should include (2) plan sets containing title sheet, typical
section sheets, and main plan/profile sheets. If not previously set up and needed, ask that underdrain, aggregate surfacing, etc., be set up. Also, if not previously provided, request project notes regarding materials, compaction notes, gradation requirements, LA abrasion values for in-place pavement being planed, etc.

67.02 Transmit electronic files of revised plan sheets for items the Traffic Design Engineer is responsible for (interstate signing, overhead signs, roadway lighting, signals, ITS, and striping and markings). Notify them that your Plan-In-Hand comments have been addressed and request them to resolve their Plan-In-Hand comments and make plan revisions where necessary.

67.03 The Traffic Design Section should transmit electronic files with corrections made to the project lead. The Traffic Design Section should also submit plan sheets or electronic files showing the location(s) of required lighting, signals, and ITS elements to the Design Bureau Location Section and to the Region so that these elements can be staked out prior to the PS&E Inspection.

67.04 If a Signal, ITS, and/or Lighting Maintenance Agreement is required with the city/county, the designer shall transmit (1) plan set for each municipality to the Region / Area Traffic Engineer and copy the Design Bureau Traffic Design Section.

67.05 After completion of the Plan-In-Hand Inspection, the designer shall submit a copy of the title sheet, typical section(s), plan/profile sheet(s), and applicable project CAD files to the Bridge Bureau as confirmation that no changes were made during the Plan-In-Hand Inspection that will affect the bridge design. If changes were made during the Plan-In-Hand Inspection that will affect the bridge design, then these changes should be noted accordingly in writing with the submittal of this information to the Bridge Bureau.

67.06 The project lead shall coordinate with the Rail Group to determine if any additional coordination of information is needed prior to railroad agreement submittal.

67.07 If bridge paint removal, bridge demolition, and/or other possible hazardous materials are a part of the project, plans shall be submitted to the Bureau of Materials and Tests – Hazardous Materials Coordinator to determine if materials are known to be hazardous. Plans shall be submitted at least 3 months prior to the PS&E submittal. If necessary, Materials and Tests will provide the designer with results of testing for inclusion in a plan note.

67.08 Get updated traffic from the Maintenance Bureau-Traffic Monitoring Section as the calendar year changes. The designer shall be aware that updated traffic information may affect pavement design and typical sections.

67.09 For Welcome Centers and Rest Areas, the Architect is to make a submittal directly to the Alabama Building Commission for the second of three plan...
submittals required by the ABC. It is the Architect’s responsibility to make sure the submittal contains all required items. The Architect will indicate to the ABC and the project lead that the ABC should bill ALDOT for the cost of the review.

67.10 After Plan-In-Hand Inspection comments that affect ROW limits have been resolved, transmit a CAD file link to ROW Bureau for preparation of the ROW map.

67.11 The Right-of-Way Bureau, after preparation and/or review of the Right-of-Way Map, will request a tract by tract cost estimate be calculated.

68.0 **Utility Process**

68.01 **Utility Coordination** - After the Plan-In-Hand Inspection comments have been resolved, transmit (2) partial plan sets and (1) CD to the Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer for coordination with utility companies. Plan sets and CD shall include title sheet, typical section sheets, main plan/profile sheets, utility sheets, construction sequence, traffic control plan, drainage sections, and cross-sections. Utility sheets shall show all existing and known utility locations. A letter from ETS is required before any utilities can be relocated whether under ALDOT supervision or otherwise. This is to avoid impacts to environmental resources in the field prior to authorizations.

68.02 The ROW Utilities Engineer shall submit plans to the Region / Area Utilities Engineer for disbursement and final design coordination with utility owners.

68.03 The ROW Utilities Engineer shall ascertain if any special utility requirements are needed. The ROW Utilities Engineer will coordinate these changes with the project lead.

68.04 Coordinate with the Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer and Region / Area Utilities Engineer to ascertain if utility relocation and/or adjustment discussed and established at Plan-In-Hand will precede, coincide, or follow the project construction. If the utility work cannot practically precede the highway construction, determine if the utility work should be included in the construction project and if utility work conflicts with the sequence of construction. If necessary, revise sequence of construction to eliminate Stormwater conflicts.

69.0 Project lead to review project/environmental commitments to make sure they have been addressed. Commitment requirements must be in plans before GDCP 71.0 can be made.

69.01 If the utility work is to be included in the construction project, request the Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer provide quantities for utility work. Ask the Utilities Engineer if electronic utility sheet files are needed at this time.
INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS (ITS) – SYSTEMS ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Systems Engineering Analysis (SEA) for ITS (per 23 CFR 940.11) – The designer shall hold an ITS Stakeholders Meeting and start preparing the SEA report. ITS Designer is to coordinate with the project lead for scheduling this meeting. (Notify Traffic Design ITS Group with meeting schedule details.)

Request ETS Approval for Right-of-Way/Easements, Cleared Environmental Limits, and Environmental Compliance – The Environmental Document must be approved prior to this submittal to ETS. Using the standard ALDOT submittal letter (see Attachment #10), the project lead shall provide an electronic link to submittal files (see below), with a copy of the letter to ETS for their review of cleared environmental limits, right-of-way/easements, and environmental commitments for environmental compliance. This submittal must be made at least 8 ½ weeks prior to the Right-of-Way Authorization date. If there have been revisions to the plans that ETS has not already been made aware of, has not approved, and/or will affect the validity of environmental permits/documents, make this submittal as soon as possible in hopes of resolving issues prior to Right-of-Way Authorization. Provide an explanation and a detailed description of revisions along with circling in red the areas that have changed on the plans. Examples would include adjustments to the right-of-way, addition/revision of easements, proposed modifications to environmental cleared limits, increased/decreased impact to wetlands, change in people being displaced, change in structure takings, etc.

The designer must make ETS aware of all changes as soon as they are known. Changes presented at the 8 ½ week deadline affecting ETS approval will most likely not allow enough time for ETS to perform additional environmental work; therefore, the Right-of-Authorization date may be jeopardized. ETS is required to provide a response (see Attachment #11 and #12) within 2 calendar weeks after receiving this submittal, whichever is sooner. If approval is denied, ETS shall communicate the estimated amount of time required to complete additional work. Project lead to determine if the Right-of-Way Authorization date should be moved.

- Microstation files showing existing and proposed right-of-way, construction limits, horizontal alignment, edge of pavements, existing and required drainage, easements, and any other pertinent environmental files
- PDF of plan assembly

Once ETS is in agreement with the GDCP 71.0 submittal, a concurrence will be provided to the design lead (see Attachment #11).
Note: The project lead must make the Right-of-Way Authorization submittal 6 weeks prior to the authorization date.

72.0 **MILESTONE: FINAL SUBMISSION FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY AUTHORIZATION**

A submittal to the Right-of-Way Bureau Chief for acquisition of property should be made as soon after Plan-In-Hand comments affecting right-of-way are resolved and ETS written approval is obtained (see GDCP 71.01). ETS approval letter shall be attached to the transmittal letter. **This submittal shall be made at least 6 weeks prior to the Right-of-Way Authorization date.** Transmittal letter shall indicate the electronic link to relevant files.

**NOTE:** Any revisions that were previously submitted to the Right-of-Way Bureau as final shall be coordinated with the Right-of-Way Bureau and ETS and a revised submittal made to both offices as soon as possible. Provide an explanation and a detailed description of revisions along with circling in red the areas that have changed on the plans. ETS shall review the revisions to determine if the project remains in compliance with environmental documents/permits. This submittal shall be done by formal letter and the electronic link to required submittal files specified. Letter shall indicate what revisions have been made, if the revisions are within the environmental cleared limits, and the reason for the revision. All revisions shall be circled in red. The design section supervisor, Right-of-Way Bureau, and ETS shall collectively discuss the impact of these revisions and any alternatives that can be considered, if necessary. Approval documentation shall be submitted to the project lead by ETS after confirming that all environmental requirements have been met. Designer shall attach ETS approval letter to Right-of-Way Bureau submittal letter.

72.01 The Right-of-Way Bureau will overlay the CAD files provided in Steps 71.0 and 72.0 to confirm there are no issues with the ROW map and the tract by tract estimate is complete. They will transmit the ROW Authorization package to OE for funding approval. For Design Bureau lead projects, right-of-way changes after this point will be at the discretion of the State Design Engineer. For Region lead projects, right-of-way changes after this point will be at the discretion of the Region Engineer. Special consideration should be given for right-of-way activities already in progress.

**NOTE: Request for right-of-way changes will require a written letter of justification by the parties requesting the change. Letter will be submitted to Design Bureau for review and recommendation to Chief Engineer.**

73.0 **Alabama Power Impoundment** - If any part of the project is within the backwater of an Alabama Power Company impoundment, the designer shall
submit (1) set of plans to ETS for preparing the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission permit.

74.0 **TVA Impoundment** - If any drainage structures lie within the Tennessee River Watershed, the project lead shall notify ETS, to see if TVA needs to make further review of the project. If further review by TVA is required, the project lead shall submit (1) set of plans to ETS for handling 26A committee review with TVA.

75.0 **Railroad Agreement Submittal Package**

The project lead shall electronically submit a pdf file containing a written summary and a copy of a partial plan set which will include the plan sheets affecting the railroad as described below to the Rail Group. The Rail Group will coordinate with the railroad as needed for the acceptance of the design and items shown on the plan sheets related to railroad involvement; including the submittal for the railroad construction agreement review, approval, and execution. Cross-sections and hydraulic calculations will be required for new construction of a roadway and/or bridge when drainage is conveyed on, over, or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way.

**Railroad submittal should be made at least 22 weeks prior to the project letting date. This will ensure partially or fully executed agreement is secured prior to the construction submittal.**

1. **Written summary** - (All Projects) - the name of the railroad, the crossing number, the railroad milepost, a complete description of all work to be performed within the railroad's right-of-way, and the number of workdays within the railroad’s right-of-way. Estimate the number of working days this work will take to the best of your ability, consult others when necessary. Include the estimated number of working days in the description of work. The summary and the plan sheets should match and not contradict each other.

2. **Required plan sheets** - (one electronic pdf file containing all required sheets):
   a. 11" x 17" set of plans or standard letter size plans are required. All plan sheets showing work on, over, under, or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way including any other information related to the railroad involvement are required
   b. **Title Sheet** - include the name of the railroad in the project description
   c. **Typical Sheet(s)** - show typical section of railroad (tie-ins, details, etc.), show the name of the railroad, crossing number, railroad milepost, paving limits, and railroad right-of-way limits
   d. **Project Note Sheet(s)** - include any applicable railroad project notes on the Project Note Sheet, refer to Attachment # 9

3. All plan sheets showing work on, over, under or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way shall include but is not limited to:
   a. **Any Plan & Profile sheet(s) or Rail Plan Layout sheet(s)** - show the name of the railroad, crossing number, railroad milepost, railroad right-of-way limits, paving limits, a clear statement of work being performed within the railroad right-of-way limits, existing and required rail passive and active warning devices, required markings, legends, (if Standard drawings are referenced in the plans, legends are not required to be shown)
b. Any applicable special project details (related to or impacting railroad)
c. Utility sheet(s) (related to or impacting railroad)
d. Drainage sheet(s) and calculations (related to or impacting railroad)
e. Erosion and Sediment Control sheet(s) (related to or impacting railroad)
f. Traffic Control and Construction Staging sheet(s) (related to or impacting railroad)
g. Traffic Detour sheet(s) (related to or impacting railroad)
h. Bridge Title sheet- include the name of the railroad in the title box
i. Bridge General Plan and Elevation sheet(s) – include the name of the railroad on the plan and elevation sheet, centerline of the railroad tracks, railroad right-of-way limits, crossing number, railroad milepost, locations and type of foundations and all horizontal and vertical clearances required by the railroad for review. If applicable, show the existing railroad location/layout and, the required roadway/bridge location/layout as it relates to the railroad's right-of-way
  i. Available Bridge Structure and Details
  ii. Geotechnical sheet(s) for bridge area
j. Cross-section sheet(s) - at least 300 feet on each side of the railroad right-of-way
k. Earthwork Details sheet(s) (related to or impacting railroad)

75.01 For railroad involved projects requiring Right-of-Way Coordination:
1. Temporary Construction easement language is included in most railroad agreements.
2. If permanent easement is required, the project lead should coordinate with the ROW Bureau for guidance and direction of acquiring easement.
3. Norfolk Southern and CSX Railroads have certain procedures that should be followed when requesting permanent easement. Refer to Attachment #9.

76.0 The designer shall request the Bridge Bureau to submit Bridge General Plan and Elevation Drawing(s), preliminary quantities, and a draft bridge construction cost estimate that includes pay items numbers. Request this information 34 weeks prior to the letting date or 38 weeks prior to the letting date if project has 1 million or more cubic yards of earthwork (borrow + unclassified excavation). The designer should also request the Bridge Bureau communicate the design method (ASD or LRFD) used to design the bridge.

Note: The designer must know the method of design to determine who is responsible for adding the Bridge End Slab drawings to the plans. If ASD is used, the project lead is responsible for inserting and/or calling out the Bridge End Slab drawings to be used. If LRFD is used, the Bridge Bureau will provide Bridge End Slab drawings as part of the completed bridge design and communicate any standard drawings that must be noted in the plan assembly.

77.0 Continued Plan Development

77.01 The designer shall revise the Traffic Control Plan (with quantities) and the phased Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (with quantities) for inclusion into the PS&E plan set.

77.02 Calculate detailed project quantities.

77.03 Create “Summary of Quantities” boxes and “box sheets”.
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77.04 Make revisions to the Index Sheet if necessary. The designer shall check Index Sheet against the latest standard and special drawing list.

77.05 Complete “Summary of Quantities” pay sheet.

77.06 Designer shall develop any remaining plan sheets and complete plan assembly.

78.0 Omitted

79.0 Notify the Environmental Technical Section if any environmental conflicts exist. ETS will notify Hazmat if necessary.

79.01 Coordinate with the Environmental Technical Section to determine if there are any other known commitments and/or project notes that have not already been added to the plans.

80.0 If applicable, finalize design exception letter and request approval in accordance with Department policy. Approved Design Exception to be transmitted with the PS&E submittal.

81.0 Create detailed construction estimate for PS&E Inspection / Value Engineering submittal using Web Transport. If bridge(s) are involved with the project and an item breakout estimate is not available, the designer will add the cost of the bridge(s) based on SF of bridge deck per the preliminary design cost estimate. The designer will also ensure that CE&I and indirect additives are included in the detailed estimate.

81.01 Update construction estimate in CPMS.

82.0 VALUE ENGINEERING (see Attachment #8)
Design section supervisor shall notify the responsible design engineer superior that a Value Engineering study is warranted for the project.

82.01 The design section supervisor shall conduct an in-house review of the Value Engineering plan assembly.

82.02 Submit (2) half-size set of Value Engineering plans, (2) disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments, (2) construction estimates, (2) materials reports with any addendums to the responsible design engineer superior. This information should be submitted at least 3 weeks before the Value Engineering Review submittal deadline. Any necessary plan revisions will be communicated to the design section supervisor. The design section supervisor must get the responsible design engineer superior’s approval before making the Value Engineering submittal.

82.03 Design section supervisor shall request approval to contact ALDOT’s Value Engineering coordinator of the Quality Control Bureau to schedule a Value
Engineering Study (see attachment #8 for “Alabama Department of Transportation Value Engineering Program”).

82.04 **Value Engineering Submittal** - Transmit the following items to the Value Engineering coordinator of the Quality Control Bureau:
- (8) plan sets
- (8) construction estimates
- (8) disposition of 30% Inspection comments
- (8) disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments
- (2) Approved Materials Reports with any approved materials addendums, slope study, and foundation investigation reports (if available)

82.05 **Value Engineering Inspection** - Value Engineering team to review plans and submit recommendations in writing to the Design Bureau, Materials and Tests Bureau, Construction Bureau, Maintenance Bureau, (and Bridge Bureau whenever bridges or bridge culverts are included in the Value Engineering Inspection).

82.06 The VE Implementation Committee will determine what recommendations to implement. A formal report shall be written to the State Design Engineer and disseminated in accordance with ALDOT’s Value Engineering guidelines indicating the disposition of Value Engineering recommendations. The State Design Engineer will investigate the feasibility of implementation recommendations and respond to the Quality Control Bureau those recommendations that he/she is in agreement, provide an explanation for the recommendations he/she is not in agreement with, and those that require further study. The Value Engineering recommendations that will be implemented shall be incorporated into the plan assembly before the PS&E submittal.

82.07 Designer to make Value Engineering implementation revisions approved by ALDOT.

82.08 Project lead to notify relevant parties of the design changes as a result of the Value Engineering implemented changes/additions and make submittals as necessary. Notify the relevant parties when you need for them to resubmit their plan set information back to you so that a PS&E submittal can be made by the deadline.

83.0 Incorporate all sheets into the plan assembly.

83.01 The design section supervisor shall conduct an in-house review of PS&E plan assembly. Unless communicated differently by the design section supervisor, the designer shall submit (1) half-size set of plans ready for a PS&E, (1) disposition of Plan-In-Hand Inspection comments, (1) construction estimate, (1) Environmental Certification documentation, (1) Hydraulics Notebook, (1)
approved materials report with addendums, and (1) Plan-In-Hand Inspection Checklist (see attachment #14) to the design section supervisor for review.

83.02 Submit (1) half-size set of PS&E plans, (1) disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments, (1) construction estimates, (1) Environmental Certification documentation, (1) approved materials reports with any addendums, Hydraulics Notebook, and (1) PS&E Checklists (see attachment #14) to the responsible design engineer superior. This information should be submitted at least 3 weeks before the PS&E submittal deadline. Any necessary plan revisions will be communicated to the design section supervisor. The design section supervisor must get the responsible design engineer superior’s approval before making the PS&E submittal.

84.0 PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS AND ESTIMATES (PS&E) SUBMITTAL
This submittal should be made at least 2 weeks prior to the PS&E Inspection. Plan set should be complete. See below to determine required submittal items for each entity.

- Region – 8 plan sets each including a construction estimate, disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments, and approved design exception letter, if applicable.
- Coordinate with Region and ETS about other parties that should be aware of the PS&E Inspection and receive plans; i.e. Corps of Engineers, National Parks Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, railroad(s), power company(s), cities, counties, etc.
- Right-of-Way Bureau (Right-of-Way Section) – Only submit CAD files or electronic link to CAD files.
- Right-of-Way Bureau (Utilities Section) – 1 plan set and CAD files or electronic link to CAD files.
- Materials and Tests Bureau – 1 plan set
- Design Bureau Traffic Design Section
  - Lighting – 1 plan set and disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments
  - ITS – 1 plan set, disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments, and SEA Final Report
  - Traffic signals – 1 plan set and disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments
  - Signs/Overhead Structures/Striping and Markings – 1 plan set and disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments
- Bridge Bureau (if bridge work is a part of project) – 1 partial set (Title sheet, typical sections, and plan/profile sheets)
  - A transmittal to the Bridge Bureau is not required unless a culvert and/or bridge culvert, retaining wall, or junction box is a special design, i.e. cannot be constructed from Standard Drawings.
- Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section – 1 partial set (Title sheet, Project Note sheet, and Plan/Profile sheets) and CAD files if
changes to ROW/TCE’s (a link for pdf and CAD files could be provided instead).

- Design Bureau Stormwater Section – 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans and disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments.
- FHWA (for projects that require full federal oversight) – 1 plan set for projects that do not have bridge work within project limits and 2 sets if the project does have bridge work within limits. If ITS is involved, submit 1 additional plan set and SEA Final Report for FHWA ITS Engineer. Also, submit (1) construction cost estimate, disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments, and approved design exception letter, if applicable.
- Quality Control Bureau – (3) plan sets, 1 PDF copy, (1) construction cost estimate, (4) disposition of Plan-In-Hand comments, and approved design exception letter, if applicable. If the materials report or any addendums were approved prior to April 1, 2012, that information should also be submitted.
- Construction Bureau – 1 plan set
- Maintenance Bureau – submit (1) plan set for interstate projects, (1) plan set for Welcome Center and Rest Area projects, (1) plan set for projects involving landscaping. Otherwise, the Maintenance Bureau does not want a set of plans unless communicated differently.
- Design Bureau Traffic & Safety Operations Section (normally, a submittal is only needed when loop detectors are installed within a project and/or if project involves a railroad) – 1 or 2 plan sets
  - 1 plan set if the project utilizes any amount of HSIP funds
- Adjacent Project Coordination – 1 plan set

**PROJECTS DESIGNED BY A CONSULTANT**

- Design Bureau Design Services Section – For projects designed by a consultant, the consultant to submit the following:
  - 2 plan sets
  - 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans

**NOTE:**
The Quality Control Bureau will be responsible for coordinating and notifying relevant parties of the time of the inspection, conducting the inspection, documenting and submitting inspection comments to relevant parties.

**85.0 MILESTONE - PS&E INSPECTION**

**NOTE:** All major design and / or right-of-way changes to high priority projects after the PS&E will require a written letter of justification to the State Design Engineer originating from the parties requesting the changes. The State Design Engineer must concur with these changes before any changes and revised submittals are made.

85.01 Designer to begin making changes by reviewing notes taken at the Inspection.
85.02 If FHWA has any comments they would like specifically documented in Quality Control Bureau’s formal report, they should submit them in writing no later than 1 week after the Inspection. If FHWA attends the Inspection, their verbal comments/concerns are generally documented indirectly as part of the general discussion at the Inspection.

85.03 Bureaus that have review comments are responsible for compiling all PS&E review comments and submitting them to the project lead, Quality Control Bureau, Region Engineer, Region Pre-construction Engineer, and other relevant parties no later than 1 week after the Inspection. Bureau comments shall be emailed to the project lead and the Quality Control Bureau so that the compiled PS&E Report can be electronically distributed and the disposition of comments can be prepared by the project lead.

85.04 Determine if a materials addendum is necessary; if so submit to the Materials and Tests Engineer and state why a materials addendum is needed (Region usually does this since they are responsible for preparing and submitting the Materials Addendum to the Materials and Tests Bureau; therefore, coordinate this with the Region). Submittal should include (2) plan sets containing title sheet, typical section sheets, and main plan/profile sheets. If not previously set up and needed, ask that underdrain, aggregate surfacing, etc., be set up. Also, if not previously provided, request project notes regarding materials, compaction notes, gradation requirements, LA abrasion values for in-place pavement being planed, etc.

85.05 The Quality Control Bureau shall mail the compiled PS&E Report to the project lead, Region Engineer, Region Pre-construction Engineer, and other relevant parties no later than 2 weeks after the Inspection. The formal report shall be emailed to the project lead so that the disposition of comments can be prepared.

86.0 Post PS&E Inspection Coordination

86.01 With the exception of the Right-of-Way Bureau, the project lead shall transmit revised plan sheets to other relevant parties, if any changes were made that affect and/or require their attention. Request corrections be made and returned 1 week from the time the submittal is made. If right-of-way and/or utilities are affected by these revisions, a revised submittal to the Right-of-Way Bureau is required (see GDCP 86.02 and 87.0).

86.02 90% Right-of-Way Submittal- As soon as possible after the PS&E and all comments effecting right-of-way have been addressed, the project lead shall transmit to the Right-of-Way Bureau Chief, the latest Right-of-Way Plans. Any right-of-way changes made since the last right-of-way submittal shall be circled in red and explained. This submittal must be made even if no changes have been made since the last right-of-way submittal. Also, the designer with coordination
from the Region shall identify in transmittal letter any portion of the project still unresolved. **If any changes are made after this point that affects right-of-way, the designer will again circle changes in red and make another submittal requesting review and approval. Request for major design changes and/or to required right-of-way limits after this point will require approval from the State Design Engineer.**

**Note:** Any time right-of-way limits are revised, the designer should always make sure revised right-of-way limits are not outside the environmental cleared limits and environmental permits/documents remain valid by coordinating these type of revisions with the Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section. If a submittal to ETS is required, it is imperative, that a new approval letter be obtained from the Environmental Technical Section before making the 90% Right-of-Way Submittal. Approval letter must be transmitted with revised right-of-way submittal.

86.03 **Final Utility Submittal** - Transmit CAD files to the Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer as soon as possible after PS&E revisions are made. Provide detailed description of any changes that have been made that could possibly effect utilities since the submittal at 62.02.

86.04 If GDCP 86.03 is required, the Utilities Engineer shall determine if a revised submittal should be made to the utility companies and coordinate with the project lead if additional information is needed.

86.05 The project lead shall coordinate any revisions made to the plans or scope of work, including any revisions made to the bridge sheets, as it relates to the railroad to the Rail Group for coordination and acceptance by the railroad.
86.06 If applicable, the project lead shall request the Bridge Bureau submit Bridge General Plan and Elevation drawings and pay items for the Final Back Check review. If a unique number needs to be created for the bridge work, the Bridge Bureau shall give notification to the project lead and the Quality Control Bureau that a new unique number will be needed. The Bridge Bureau is responsible for coordinating with the appropriate individuals to get a new unique number created. The project lead shall request this information at least 18 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes Page). Request letter shall request bridge information be transmitted at least 19 weeks before letting or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). Specify in request letter the date plans will be submitted for Final Back Check.

86.07 Bridge Bureau to submit Bridge General Plan and Elevation drawings, pay items, and if necessary, give notification to the project lead and the Quality Control Bureau that a new bridge unique number will be needed. The Bridge Bureau is responsible for coordinating with the appropriate individuals to get a new bridge unique number created. The Bridge Bureau shall make this submittal to the project lead at least 19 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). Project lead shall also notify the Quality Control Bureau whenever a new unique number is needed in the Final Back Check submittal letter.
86.08 If the Traffic Design Section is responsible for supplying plan sheets for signals, lighting, and/or ITS work the project lead should request unique numbers, quantities, Microstation model and sheet files (if available), and a PDF of plan sheets when Microstation files are not available at least 20 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). Letter shall request said information be transmitted at least 19 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). Specify in request letter the date plans will be submitted for Final Back Check.

86.09 The project lead should request updated traffic information in order to update the Title sheet. This updated traffic information is needed when the project will be let in the following calendar year.

86.10 The project lead should request the Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer transmit final utility quantities, Microstation model and sheet files (if available), and a PDF of plan sheets when Microstation files are not available, at least 21 weeks prior to letting. This information must be submitted to the project lead at least 19 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page).

86.11 Transportation Planning to transmit updated traffic design information for updating the Title sheet.

86.12 If the Traffic Design Section is responsible for supplying plan sheets for signals, lighting, and/or ITS work the Traffic Design Section shall submit unique numbers, quantities, Microstation model and sheet files (if available), and a PDF of plan sheets when Microstation files are not to the project lead 19 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page).

86.13 Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer to transmit to the project lead final utility quantities, digital Microstation model and sheet files (if available), or a PDF of plan sheets when Microstation files are not available. This information must be submitted at least 19 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page).

86.14 The designer should complete GFO 3-61 (Work Zone Safety and Mobility) if required. This must be finalized, documented, and sent to all required parties at least 14 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page).

86.15 City and/or County Resolutions – If applicable, notify the Region that the project has progressed to a point that the Region should obtain City and County Resolutions. (1) Set of plans shall be submitted for each City and County
Resolution required. The designer shall coordinate with the Region for the total number of plan sets required. Plans shall accompany notification letter. City and/or County Resolutions shall be submitted to Office Engineer by the Region at least 8 weeks prior to letting.

86.16 If applicable, the Region shall send completed City and/or County Resolutions to the Office Engineer for processing.

86.17 If **Rest Area / Welcome Center** work is included in plans, transmit (2) plan sets as soon as possible to the Maintenance Bureau for final review. The Maintenance Bureau will determine if a plan set needs be submitted to the Building Commission.

86.18 **Hazardous Materials Coordination** - If required, the designer shall transmit (1) partial set of plans (title sheet, typical sections, summary sheets, and plan/profile sheets) to the Materials and Tests Engineer, to the attention of the Hazardous Materials Coordinator for review of projects where hazardous materials are involved. Transmittal should clearly define hazardous area to be reviewed.

86.19 **Airport Clearance** (If required) – The designer shall submit (1) partial set of plans (title sheet, plan/profile, signals, lighting, overhead signing) and the link to CAD files to the Design Bureau Location Section for Airport Clearance review. Also required, is the Latitude, Longitude, ground elevation, and structure height for any overhead signs, light poles, signal poles, etc., and highpoints of the roadway. Any use of cranes should also be documented and explained.

86.20 Design Bureau Location Section shall submit the information listed in 86.17 to the FAA and other relevant parties and request airport clearance approval.

86.21 If applicable, the Location Section shall notify the project lead in writing acknowledging Airport Clearance approval or disapproval.

86.22 Coordinate with the Design Bureau Environmental Technical Section to determine if additional information is required for their review and/or to obtain any other permits not yet acquired.

86.23 Be sure all Material Report Addendums have been approved and furnished to the appropriate parties.

87.0 **Post PS&E Project Tasks**

87.01 Update detailed cost estimate, including bridge costs, CE&I, and indirect additives for Final Back Check submittal. Revise Summary of Quantities sheets. Update construction estimate in CPMS.

87.02 Check Index Sheet and renumber plan assembly sheets as needed.
87.03 Incorporate all sheets into the plan assembly, with one exception. Complete bridge plans are not required to be in the plan assembly until after the Final Back Check Review. The only bridge drawings(s) required to be in the plan assembly for the Final Back Check Review is the Bridge General Plan and Elevation drawing(s). Bridge drawings/bridge information does not have to be signed or stamped at this time.

88.0 The design section supervisor shall conduct an in-house review of Final Back Check Plans. Unless communicated differently by the design section supervisor, the designer shall submit (1) half-size set of plans ready for Final Back Check, (1) disposition of PS&E Inspection comments, (1) construction cost estimate, (1) Environmental Certification documentation, (1) materials report with all addendums, (1) Hydraulics Notebook, and (1) Final Back Check Checklist (see attachment #14) to the design section supervisor for review.

89.0 Submit (2) half-size set of Final Back Check Plans, (2) disposition of PS&E comments, (1) construction estimate, (2) Environmental Certification documentation, (2) materials reports with any addendums and (2) Final Back Check Checklists (see attachment #14) to the responsible engineer superior. This information should be submitted at least 3 weeks before the Final Back Check submittal deadline. Any necessary plan revisions will be communicated to the design section manager. The design section supervisor must get the responsible design engineer superior’s approval before making Final Back Check submittal.

90.0 MILESTONE - FINAL BACK CHECK
The designer shall transmit plan sets and other items as noted below. This plan submittal shall be made no later than 16 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). If bridge work is a part of the project, only the Bridge General Plan and Elevation drawings are required to be in the plan assembly for the Final Back Check submittal. Bridge drawings/bridge information does not have to be signed or stamped at this time. Therefore, complete bridge plans are not required for the Final Back Check submittal. All other plan assembly sheets are required to be in the plan assembly to constitute a complete Final Back Check plan submittal, i.e., signing design, lighting design, ITS design, utility sheets, drainage sheets, all soil borings, cross sections, etc. Incomplete Final Back Check plan submittals may be returned unless accompanied by written approval from the Quality Control Bureau Chief, Assistant Chief Engineer-Preconstruction, or Chief Engineer for the incomplete submittal.

- Quality Control Bureau – (3) plan sets, (1) PDF copy, (1) disposition of PS&E comments and (1) construction estimate If the materials report or any addendums were approved prior to April 1, 2012, that information should also be submitted.
• Bridge Bureau (If required) - 1 plan set
• FHWA (If required) – (1) plan set, (1) additional plan set if ITS involved, (1) construction estimate, and (1) disposition of PS&E comments
• Maintenance Bureau (if required) – (1) plan set
• Design Bureau Traffic Design Section
  ➢ Signals (if required) – (1) plan set and (1) disposition of PS&E comments
  ➢ Lighting (if required) – (1) plan set and (1) disposition of PS&E comments
  ➢ ITS (if required) – (1) plan set and (1) disposition of PS&E comments
  ➢ Signs and striping and markings – (1) plan set and (1) disposition of PS&E comments
• Design Bureau Stormwater Section – 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans and disposition of PS&E comments.

**PROJECTS DESIGNED BY A CONSULTANT**

• Design Bureau Design Services Section – For projects designed by a consultant, the consultant to submit the following:
  ➢ 2 plan sets
  ➢ 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans

**IMPORTANT:** The Quality Control Bureau should make their best effort to review the plans and return Final Back Check review comments within 2 weeks of receiving plans. The project schedule could be jeopardized if review comments are not sent to the project lead within this timeframe because plans for the Construction Review must be submitted by the project lead 4 weeks from the time Final Back Check plans are submitted, which is normally 12 weeks prior to letting (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page for times when plans must be submitted sooner).

91.0  **Post FBC Coordination**

91.01  **Traffic Signal, ITS, and Street Lighting Maintenance Agreements** - If required, the Region shall provide completed Traffic Signal, ITS, and Street Lighting Maintenance Agreements to the Maintenance Bureau and provide a copy to the Design Bureau Traffic Design Section.

91.02  For those projects requiring railroad coordination, the designer shall request a copy of the Railroad Agreement(s) from the Rail Group. This agreement must be obtained before plans can be submitted for Construction Bureau review.

91.03  The Rail Group shall transmit an electronic copy of the fully executed Railroad Agreement to the project lead, Construction Bureau and Right-of-Way Bureau; and to Office Engineer two (2) original Railroad Agreements and five (5) copies for those projects requiring railroad coordination.
91.04 Submit Title Sheet, Primary Survey Control and Geometric Layout Sheets, and Plan/Profile Sheets to the Location Section for their review of control points and other survey information.

91.05 The designer shall submit revised plans to other parties that need to make revisions. Request revisions be made and returned within 1 week from the time the submittal is made.

91.06 Revised plans sent to other parties at GDCP 91.06 shall submit updated plan sheets to the project lead within 1 week of receiving revised plans from the project lead.

91.07 Prior to the Construction Review submittal, the designer shall submit (1) partial set of plans (Title, Typicals, Project Notes and Plan/Profile sheets) to ETS so that they can review/verify Environmental Cleared Limits are accurately displayed, project limits are within the cleared limits, and items discussed in the environmental document, i.e. potential impacts, known commitments, etc. have been satisfactorily addressed. The plan submittal shall include a list of understood environmental commitments and a statement clearly indicating the environmental commitments that have been addressed and the ones that have not. An explanation must be given for any environmental commitments not addressed.

**NOTE:** If the proposed right-of-way limits or temporary construction limits have changed since the last submittal to ETS are outside the environmental cleared limits, these areas shall be circled in red, CAD files provided, and an explanation given as to why. It is critical that a reasonable effort be made to stay within the environmental cleared limits. At a minimum, the areas beyond the cleared limits must be studied again and the environmental document may have to be reevaluated.

91.08 The project lead to request bridge plans ready for Construction Review at least 13 ½ weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page).

91.09 **Stormwater Permit** - The designer shall enter NPDES Permit data in the Stormwater Permit Tracking System of CPMS and submit for verification.

91.10 Upon verification of data in the Stormwater Tracking Permit System, transmit (2) color stormwater quad maps showing project limits and all stormwater points, (1) CD containing – CAD files, (1) PDF file that includes all sheets of the plan assembly, and (1) PDF file containing the completed CBMPP, Draft Notice of Intent (NOI), and any other required information to the Stormwater Engineer for preparation of the Stormwater Permit. Complete permit submittal shall be made
when plans are complete and must be submitted no later than 12 weeks prior to the letting date.

91.11 The Design Bureau Stormwater Section shall coordinate any required changes to the project lead and communicate approval of the CBMPP when the document has been completed to their satisfaction. Upon Approval, a draft NOI will be supplied to the project lead to accompany the CBMPP for signatures.

92.0 FBC Comments

92.01 FHWA should transmit any review comments to the Quality Control Bureau within 1 week of receiving plans, so their comments can be included into Quality Control’s final report and the project remain on schedule.

92.02 Bureaus that have Final Back Check review comments are responsible for submitting them to the project lead, Quality Control Bureau, Region Engineer, Region / Area Preconstruction Engineer, and other relevant parties no later than 1 week after the Inspection. Bureau comments shall be emailed to the project lead and the Quality Control Bureau so that the compiled Final Back Check Report can be electronically distributed and the disposition of comments can be prepared by the project lead.

92.03 The Quality Control Bureau shall mail the compiled Final Back Check Report to the project lead, Region Engineer, Region Pre-construction Engineer, and other relevant parties no later than 2 weeks after the Inspection. The compiled Final Back Check Report shall be emailed to the project lead so that the disposition of comments can be prepared.

93.0 Post FBC Plan Tasks

93.01 The designer shall make corrections to the plans resulting from review comments received from the Quality Control-Bureau and others.

93.02 Incorporate all sheets into the plan assembly.

93.03 Update construction estimate, including bridge costs, CE&I, and indirect additives using Web Trns*port. Revise “Summary of Quantities” sheets. Update construction estimate in CPMS.

93.04 Designer to check plans using checklist (see Attachment #14).

93.05 The design section supervisor shall conduct an in-house review of plans to be submitted for Construction Bureau review.

93.06 Submit (2) half-size set of plans, (2) disposition of Quality Control Bureau Final Back Check comments, (2) construction estimates (2) documentation for
environmental cleared limits approval, (2) materials reports with all addendums and (2) checklists (see Attachment #14) to the responsible design engineer superior 2 weeks prior to submitting plans for Construction Review. Any necessary plan revisions will be communicated to the design section supervisor. The design section supervisor must get the responsible design engineer superior’s approval before making submittal to the Construction Bureau.

94.0 Post FBC Approvals

94.01 Environmental Approval - The Environmental Technical Section should provide approval documentation (see Attachment #11) verifying the Environmental Cleared Limits are accurately displayed, project limits are within the cleared limits, and items discussed in the environmental document, i.e. potential impacts, known commitments, etc. have been satisfactorily addressed. Or, if approval cannot be given, the Environmental Technical Section will coordinate with the project lead to resolve any issues preventing approval.

94.02 If applicable, the Bridge Bureau to submit complete bridge plans ready for Construction Review to the project lead 13 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). Bridge plans will not be signed; however, plans will be stamped “For Construction Review.”

94.03 The project lead shall submit the approved NOI and CBMPP to the Region for required signatures.

94.04 The Region shall return the approved NOI and CBMPP with required signatures to the project lead.

95.0 MILESTONE - CONSTRUCTION REVIEW SUBMITTAL

Construction Review submittal must be made at least 13 weeks prior to the letting date or sooner if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page).

Project lead shall make the following submittals as noted below. Plans must be complete unless otherwise noted.

- Construction Bureau
  - a) (1) plan set, (1) construction estimate, and (1) Disposition of Final Back Check comments
  - b) For federally funded projects submit (1) partial plan set containing only the Title sheet and main Summary of Quantities sheet(s) for DBE participation
c) Excluding bridge culvert work, (1) additional plan set and (1) additional cost estimate shall be submitted if bridge work is a part of the project.

d) All Railroad Agreements if railroad coordination is required.

e) All Utility Certificates

f) (1) plan set and required sections of the CBMPP. **Sections of the CBMPP that must be submitted are Section I - “Project Information”, Section II - “Environmental Concerns and Commitments”, and Section III.c. - “Project Specific and Enhanced Best Management Practices.” CBMPP sections may be submitted electronically.**

---

- **FHWA**
  
a) When full federal oversight is required, submit (1) plan set, (1) construction estimate, and (1) Disposition of Final Back Check comments

  b) For all federally funded projects submit (1) partial plan set containing only the Title sheet and main Summary of Quantities sheet(s) for DBE participation; although, full federal oversight is not required

  c) Excluding bridge culvert work, (1) additional plan set and (1) additional cost estimate shall be transmitted if bridge work is a part of the project.

- **Design Bureau Traffic Design Section** – A submittal is only required if Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), traffic signals and/or roadway lighting are included in the plans. Transmit (1) plan set, (1) construction estimate, and (1) Disposition of Final Back Check comments for each aforementioned item

- **Maintenance Bureau** - If bridge work is included in the project, copy the Assistant Maintenance Engineer-Bridges, on transmittal letter to the Construction Bureau. (1) plan set to Maintenance Bureau (Management and Training).

- **Region** - (1) plan set, (1) construction estimate, and (1) Disposition of Final Back Check comments

---

**PROJECTS DESIGNED BY A CONSULTANT**

- Design Bureau Design Services Section – For projects designed by a consultant, the consultant to submit the following:
  
  - 2 plan sets
  - 1 CD containing CAD files and PDF of the plans

---

95.01 Depending on the amount of earthwork and/or when the project is scheduled to be let all review comments from those listed in 95.0 are to be provided to the project
lead at least 10 weeks prior to the letting date or sooner if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). If the project has 1 million or more cubic yards of earthwork (borrow + unclassified excavation), review comments must be submitted to the project lead 14 weeks prior to the letting date. If the project is scheduled to be let in January, review comments must be submitted to the project lead 12 weeks prior to the letting date. If neither of these two conditions are applicable, review comments shall be submitted to the project lead at least 10 weeks prior to the letting date. The project lead is responsible for coordinating with other parties to address review comments.

95.02 The designer shall submit revised plans as soon as possible to other parties that need to make changes to items they are responsible for correcting. Request corrections be made and submitted back as soon as possible but no later than 1 week.

**Note:** Project lead is required to submit final plans to the Office Engineer normally 9 weeks prior to letting date; 12 weeks prior to the letting date if project has 1 million or more cubic yards of earthwork (borrow + unclassified excavation); 10 weeks prior to the letting date if the project is scheduled to be let in January.

95.03 Designer to remove shrinkage and swell factors from Earthwork Summary (refer to GFO 3-11). Also, remove any tables, charts, phased cross-sections, diagrams, etc., that reference phased earthwork. At this point, earthwork quantities shall be shown as specified in GFO 3-11.

95.04 The project lead shall request final full size paper plan sheets for Bridge Plans, Signal Plans, Lighting Plans, Utility Plans, etc., if they have not been received at least 9 ½ weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). Plan sheets shall be signed. Bridge Plans will be submitted to the project lead on paper. Other plan sheets may be submitted on either mylar or paper; however, paper prints are preferred.

**NOTES:**

1) Official bridge plan sheets will be submitted to the Office Engineer by the Bridge Bureau when requested by the Office Engineer.

2) Utility plans prepared by utility companies are often directly inserted into a plan assembly and may not be on standard ALDOT sheet borders and may not conform to ALDOT plan standards. When this is the case, the Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer’s signature is not required on these plan sheets.

96.0 **Post CN Bureau Submittal Coordination**
96.01 Bridge Bureau to submit completed full size paper bridge plans to the project lead at least 10 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page).

96.02 Incorporate all sheets into the plan assembly and check plans using checklist (see Attachment #14).

96.03 The Right-of-Way Bureau Utilities Engineer shall send the Utility Certification to the Construction Bureau and Office Engineer.

96.04 Region to send City and/or County Resolutions to the Office Engineer at least 9 weeks prior to letting.

96.05 Update detailed estimate of cost, including bridge costs, CE&I, and indirect additives using Web Trns*port. Update construction estimate in CPMS.

96.06 Designer to submit (1) set of plans to the design section supervisor for review.

96.07 After the preceding step is completed, the design section supervisor shall submit (2) half-size sets of paper plans, (2) disposition of Construction Bureau comments, (2) final construction estimates, (2) copies of the Materials Report with addendums, and (2) checklists (see Attachment #14) to the responsible design engineer superior. This information should be submitted at least 3 days before the Office Engineer submittal deadline. Any necessary plan revisions will be communicated to the design section engineer. The design section supervisor must get the responsible design engineer superior’s approval before making a submittal to the Office Engineer.

96.08 The project lead shall transmit (1) electronic copy of the approved CBMPP with all required signatures and a disposition of the construction review comments to the Design Bureau Stormwater Section.

96.09 For Welcome Centers and Rest Areas, the Architect is to make a submittal directly to the Alabama Building Commission for the final of three plan submittals required by the ABC. It is the Architect’s responsibility to make sure the submittal contains all required items. The Architect will indicate to the ABC and the project lead that the ABC should bill ALDOT for the cost of the review.

97.0 After all plan revisions are made, the designer shall print (1) full-size final plan set. The final plan set shall be thoroughly checked by the design section supervisor and lead designer. The design section supervisor and lead designer shall date and personally sign their first and last name on each plan sheet; verifying they have personally checked the sheet.

98.0 After the preceding step is completed, the final plan assembly shall be submitted to the responsible design engineer superior (assuming the responsible design
engineer superior and the design section supervisor is not the same person) at least 2 days prior to submitting final plans to the Office Engineer. The responsible design engineer superior shall make a final review of the plan sheets. Plan sheets shall be dated and signed by the responsible design engineer superior, verifying the plan sheets have been personally reviewed and plans are ready to be submitted to the Office Engineer for letting. A signature stamp may be used.

99.0 MILESTONE - FINAL PLANS TO OFFICE ENGINEER
Transmit (1) full-size plan set with required signatures, (1) disposition of Construction Bureau Review comments, (1) CD containing a PDF file of the CBMPP, and (1) hard copy of the Web Trns*port estimate to the Office Engineer for preparation of contract proposal and securing FHWA construction authorization. All plans shall be submitted to the Office Engineer no later than 9 weeks prior to the letting date or earlier if special circumstances exist (refer to the GDCP Miscellaneous Notes page). If the project is scheduled to be let in January, transmittal shall be made 10 weeks prior to the letting date. If the project has 1 million or more cubic yards of earthwork (borrow + unclassified excavation), transmittal shall be made 12 weeks prior to the letting date. The designer shall transfer control of the Web Trns*port estimate to the Office Engineer. The designer shall also provide electronic design data for grading projects in accordance with current policies regarding dissemination to contractors. A copy of the OGFC approval, if applicable, and the Railroad Certification is required. Also, if bridge work is included in the project, copy the Assistant Maintenance Engineer-Bridges on the transmittal letter to Office Engineer.

NOTES:
  a. Projects having more than 1 million cubic yards of earthwork (borrow + unclassified) must be advertised for two months.
  b. Provide (1) CD containing a cross-section text file (.txt) for projects where earthwork (borrow + unclassified) is equal to or greater than 200,000 cubic yards or longer than 2 miles that will require moving earthwork over the length of the project.

99.01 The project lead shall submit (1) electronic copy and (1) hard copy of the CBMPP with all required signatures to the Region / Area Stormwater Coordinator. The Region Engineer and Region / Area Construction Engineer shall be copied on the submittal.

99.02 The Region / Area Stormwater Coordinator shall transmit approved CBMPP according to policy.

99.03 If corrections are required to final plans, Office Engineer will coordinate with the project lead. Any required plan revisions will be submitted in writing (marked up plan sheet and/or email is acceptable) by the Office Engineer.
NOTE: for railroad involved projects – The project lead shall provide any plan revisions affecting the railroad to the Rail Group for coordination with the railroad. Any delay in providing revisions and obtaining the railroad’s approval after the project is let to contract can adversely affect the project completion including the contractor gaining access to begin work within or near the railroad’s right-of-way.

99.04 The designer shall coordinate with the appropriate parties to resolve Office Engineer Bureau comments.

NOTE: See Guidelines for Operations 3-5 and 3-5.1 for handling of revisions made to plan assembly following step 99.0.

99.05 MILESTONE – PROJECT LETTING

99.06 If needed, the project lead should request hard copies and a PDF of the as-let plan assembly.

99.07 If the project lead submits a request for a PDF and/or hard copy(s) of the as-let plan assembly, the Office Engineer Bureau shall transmit this information as requested.

100.0 The designer shall archive the project after the project has been awarded for construction in accordance with project lead guidelines. This shall include the complete project folder, hydraulics notebook, any other project information, and a PDF file of the as-let plan set.